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MEMBER QUESTIONS 
One of the purposes of the IWBA is to provide 
information to the members. Questions sent in by 
members that are of general interest will be answered 
in the Wound Ballistics Review in a format like this. 
Members are encouraged to submit any questions 
that they may have or any comments they wish to 
make to the IWBA office address. 

Questions & Answers 

QUESTION: I am a Senior Constable of Police 
stationed at the Operational Safety and Tactics 
Training Unit (OSTTU formally FOSTU) and am 
currently involved in a review of police service 
ammunition. As with all such inquiries the usual 
"Supersonic vs Subsonic" arguments are being 
thrown around with little regard to scientific 
evidence. Our current situation is that we use 147gr 
JHP ammunition in our .38spl revolvers and there 
are certain sections of the Department that think that 
this round, whilst being most effective in terms of 
"Stopping Power" does tend to over-penetrate. The 
argument being put forward is that when these 
rounds encounter clothing, that the clothing forms a 
plug which prevents the projectile from expand�ng 
efficiently, once it enters the body, hence allowmg 
over penetration. They further claim that this is not a 
problem when using lighter weight i.e. 110gr hollow 
point ammunition as its supersonic velocity negates 
the problem. 

My question is what effect (if any) does 
clothing play in relation to the expansion of a JHP 
projectile at sub-sonic velocities, specifically if a 
"plug" of clothing were to be forced into the hollow 
point prior to its entering the body? 

A.J. Rowlands 
S/Const. 25943, B.Sc., Australia 

ANSWER: Practical JHP handgun bullets are 
relatively new compared to most aspects of small 
arms. In the early development of JHP bullets, little 
attention was paid to performance in the presence of 
barriers, and as a result, JHP bullet performance in 
barrier scenarios was very marginal as recently as 
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10 years ago. The principle problem was precisely 
the one you mention; in the presence of heavy 
clothing or other barriers these early JHP bullet 
designs often just plugged up and expansion was 
inadequate at best (more detail on this history is 
given in Chapter 3 of Bullet Penetration). Solutions 
to this problem have been aggressively pursued by 
all the major US ammunition manufacturers over the 
last decade. The best solution to this JHP handgun 
cartridge design problem is not a lighter bullet or 
supersonic velocities (both of which incur other 
problems), but in more sophistic:ated mechanical 
designs for the JHP bullets that provide robust 
expansion (i.e., do not require special conditions for 
good expansion). The key to this is to have a bullet 
design that is. not critically dependent on having the 
equivalent of fluid pressure conditions to initiate 
expansion. The explanation of bullet expansion 
given in Chapter 7 of Bullet Penetration shows why 
a slightly subsonic bullet has plenty of capability for 
expansion if the hollow point design permits 
adequate utilization of the dynamic forces available. 
Great progress in design of JHP handgun bullets 
has been made in the last few years, and the best 
designs of most major US ammunition 
manufacturers perform very well against heavy 
clothing. Note that most of these manufacturers are 
still making ammunition with inferior bullet designs 
(especially in high velocity loads) for the unsophisti
cated user market. 

The RCMP recently undertook a very 
detailed study of both 9mm and 1 Omm ammunition 
to serve as a guide to selection of RCMP issue 
ammunition. The study report results are given in 
some detail in V2, #3 of the Wound Ballistics 
Review. On page 21 there are photographs of 147 
grain 9mm JHP bullets from four different 
manufacturers fired through heavy clothing into 
ballistic gelatin; all have good expansion that is 
similar to the expansion in bare gelatin (shown on 
page 20). The data summary on page 19 shows 
that the measured penetration does not exceed 14.7 
inches for any of these (corrected to about 14 inches 
at standard conditions - see the note on page 16). 
This penetration is not excessive, it is nearly ideal. 
The penetration of the 115 grain 9mm bullets is 
marginal or inadequate in almost all conditions (the 
usual result in competent testing). 
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In summary, I would strongly urge you to use 
a 147 grain subsonic load in the 9mm (or .38 
Special) caliber. There are several good 147 grain 
JHP bullet designs that perform very well against 
heavy clothing and quite acceptably against most 
barriers common in law enforcement scenarios; all 
of these are much superior in reliable performance 
to any 110 or 115 grain bullet now available. 
Demonstration of acceptable bullet performance can 
only be done by testing the scenarios of interest. 
Note that there is no "magic bullet" and that peculiar 
circumstances can occasionally cause a poor result 
with any bullet. 

Duncan MacPherson 

QUESTION: Is there any information available on 
whether two shots in rapid succession will be more 
effective in the human torso if they are three to four 
inches apart rather if they are one inch apart? 

John Schaefer, and Mike Baker 

ANSWER: My thoughts on the idea of trying to 
maximize incapacitation by intentionally trying to 
place subsequent handgun shots three to four 
inches apart rather than within an inch or so of one 
another are: 
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1) It seems to me that the only chance of 
obtaining a synergistic effect (getting a 
greater effect than two individual shots 
could give) would come from putting two or 
more shots as close together as possible 
(within an inch of one another). The torn or 
weakened tissue near the path of one bullet 
might then connect with that near another 
bullet path to produce a considerably larger 
hole. The analogy of a sheet of paper 
perforated to make it easy to tear comes to 
mind. 

2) It also seems to me that in a serious 
confrontation one would do best by 
concentrating on the one best spot and 
putting as many shots there as possible. I 
suspect that the pressure engendered by 
such a situation will tend to spread the 
shots anyway -- and any intentional attempt 
to spread them might result in a miss rather 
than the desired spread. 

3) The theoretical disadvantage of putting the 
shots close together would be if you 
happened to get two in exactly the same 
hole, at exactly the same angle. In this 
case those two might cause less damage 
than if separated; but the chances of this 
happening are too small for it to be a 
serious consideration. 

Dr. Martin Fackler 

QUESTION: Officer Patrick Minnax of Tampa, 
Florida called to ask about the presumed danger 
from the WW Ranger Talon bullets to surgeons and 
pathologists. I had received the same question 
about a year ago (also from the Tampa area) and 
wrote the following letter in reply. 

ANSWER: Dear Sheriff Cannon: 
I received a copy of the letter Dr. Vernard I. Adams 
sent to you, on 6 August 1994, about the danger he 
thinks the Black Talon bullet poses to surgeons and 
pathologists. 

Dr. Adams's opinion that bullet construction 
is essentially unimportant in regards to ammunition's 
effect on the body, if true, would make your 
ammunition selection very simple -- just choose the 
least expensive bullet you can find. I have enclosed 
a copy of my article "Police Handgun Ammunition 
Selection" which strongly supports your 
department's choice of the Black Talon bullet. 
Those in the medical community who understand 
wound ballistics congratulate you for having the 
good sense to choose the bullet that gives your 
officers the best chance to protect their lives and the 
lives of the public. 

I was a trauma surgeon for many years: then 
I directed the would ballistics research program in 
an Army laboratory for ten years (resume enclosed). 
I have cut myself a few times while operating, and a 
few times when removing an expanded bullet from 
blocks of gelatin tissue simulant. In all instances 1 
cut myself with things that were far sharper than the 
points on the Black Talon bullet: surgical needles 
and sharp edges of an expanded or deformed 
bullet's copper jacket. Since bullets are so readily 
identifiable on x-rays, I fail to see how Dr. Adams 
could liken them to a "booby-trap." 
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I have removed expanded Black Talon 
bullets from gelatin blocks, and from the bodies of 
freshly killed pigs. In my opinion, the Black Talon's 
points pose less of a hazard than the torn edge of a 
copper bullet jacket, which is common on many 
expanded bullets. 

Unfortunately, some of my medical 
colleagues have had a near hysterical reaction to the 
potential danger they imagine from the Black Talon 
bullet, and the news media has, in its typical gullible 
and uncritical fashion, distorted the "dangers" of the 
this bullet beyond all reason. A trauma surgeon who 
appeared on the NBC Dateline program on 23 
November 1993 likened the expanded Black Talon 
bullet's points to razors. 

I think it is time we measured the "danger" 
from the expanded Black Talon bullets objectively. 
To that end, I suggest that we compare the 
sharpness of the Black Talon bullet's points to 
various other "sharp" objects such as sewing 
needles, safety pins, razors, knife blades, etc. I live 
only about 120 miles from Tampa and would be 
happy to drive there to help perform an experiment 
to assess and document, scientifically, the 
sharpness of the points on the expanded Black 
Talon bullets that your department uses. 

I wish you would consider the following: 
• Invite Dr. Adams and as many of his 
colleagues, and those to whom he sent 
copies of his letter, to participate in an 
experiment to assess and document the 
sharpness of the points on the expanded 
Black Talon bullets that your department 
uses. The experiment could be done in 
your local criminalistics laboratory since 
they have all the equipment that would be 
required. 
• The experiment would consist of shooting 
several of your duty Black Talon bullets, 
from your duty handgun, into the water of 
your criminalistics laboratory's bullet 
recovery tank. The points on the expanded 
recovered bullets would then be compared 
to a sewing needle point, a "dull" safety pin 
point, the cutting edge of a razor blade (and 
any other objects that the group agrees 
upon) using appropriate magnification 
(probably 20 to 40X) with a standard 
binocular laboratory macroscope. 
• Photographs would be taken through the 
macroscope by the criminalistics laboratory 
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staff to document the differences in 
sharpness between the various objects. 

If Dr. Adams is right, and the experiment 
shows the danger is as great or greater than he 
postulates, wide dissemination of the results would 
strongly support his efforts. If, on the other hand, it 
turns out that the expanded Black Talon bullet's 
points pose an insignificant danger to surgeons and 
pathologists, fears over the danger that Dr. Adams 
has proclaimed would be calmed. 

I would be happy to publish the results of 
this experiment in the Wound Ballistics Review (I 
edit this journal) and also suggest that Law and 
Order, Police, the Journal Qf Forensic Sciences and 
possibly the Journal of Trauma would most likely be 
interested in publishing these results. 

Martin L. Fackler, MD, FACS 

NOTE* Nobody from Tampa contacted me to assist 
in the experiment suggested in the letter. MF 

QUESTION: Our editorial in the last issue asked a 
question: Could any of our readers shed some light 
on the gelatin's failure to harden when Dahlstrom 
and Powley put their first pig ribs in it? 

ANSWER: IWBA member Ronald Jones sent us a 
letter pointing out that General Foods prints a warn
ing on the flap of some of its Jell-0 gelatin packages 
warning that imbedding certain fruits in gelatin will 
prevent its "setting." Ron found out by calling the 
General Foods customer service number that 
enzymes contained in various foods can cause a 
hydrolysis or watery decomposition of the gelatin. 
The amount of gelatin decomposition is proportional 
to the amount of the enzyme introduced, so that 
anybody doing an experiment which requires animal 
tissue to be imbedded in ordnance gelatin would do 
well to use something like absorbent paper towels to 
absorb as much liquid as possible from the tissue 
before imbedding it. We thank Ron for this 
information. 

Dr. Martin Fackler 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Swat Rifles 

In the IWBA Journal Volume 2, Number 3 
there were two letters commenting upon the weapons 
and ammunition selection of law enforcement SWAT 
or Hostage Rescue Teams. I was disappointed that 
you supported the views expressed. Let me take them 
in order of appearance. 

Mr. Leon Day commented that ballistic 
coefficient doesn't matter this side of 200 yards. He 
says that for police purposes longer shots .are 
irresponsible but this statement does not take mto 
account the myriad of possibilities for which SWAT 
Teams must prepare. It is true that the average 
deployment distance for law enforcement snipers !s 
less than 100 yards. In most of our operat1ons m 
the City of Indianapolis I deploy snipers anywhere 
between 25 and 120 yards on average. However, 
we are responsible for the Indianapolis International 
Airport where 500+ yards shots might be necessary 
and we respond to requests from rural law 
enforcement agencies for support where 
deployment over 200 yards m�y be the . norm. 
Again proper training and se�ect10n of equ1pment 
and personnel is the key to bemg successful m that 
realm. 

As to Mr. Day's comments about the faddi�h 
stampede toward .40 S&W caliber ha�dguns .agam 
it is a matter of knowing all the top1c not JUSt a 
narrow part. If were standing in the middle of the 
street at high noon facing each other I would agree 
that any properly selected handgun cartridge would 
suffice. The fact of the matter is that gunfights d.o 
not occur only standing in the open. Th� bad gu

.
y IS 

often partially concealed behind so�e mtermed1ate 
barrier like a car door, car glass, mailbox, etc .. The 
.40 S&W simply provides mo�e �o�s1stent 
intermediate barrier penetration wh1le g1vmg the 
same terminal ballistics of a 9mm on �n 
unprotected suspect. The only thing I do agree �1th 
Mr. Day on is his read on the FBI han�gun �elect1on 
which shows committee decision makmg at 1ts best . 

The second letter by Mr. John Schaefer 
began to show promise with his explanation of the 
Sierra Match King design and purpose and t�e. fact 
that a properly trained shooter would know th1s IS all 
of which are correct. But then he states that the 
308 is overkill and the .22-250 should be used and you agreed with that statement adding that the .308 

is unnecessary and the .223 will do. For starters I 
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would refer to our 500+ yard deployment at the 
airport. The .22-250 or .223 will certainly get there 
but will not have sufficient terminal ballistics to 
absolutely insure the bad guy is down and will 
uselessly break up on the aircraft glass or skin 
should a shot through these barriers be necessary. 
The .308 will only do it with proper ammunition 
selection such as the Federal 165 grain Trophy 
Bonded or the Winchester Fail Safe. An even safer 
selection would be the .300 Win Mag or .338 Lapua 
Mag but these are truly limited use weapons in law 
enforcement. To bring to the everyday level, nearly 
every operation in Indianapolis where I deploy 
snipers, the suspect is behind glass. It may be 
residential single pane plate with a storm window, 
double pane insulated, or commercial double pane 
safety glass. Our testing shows the .223 performs 
poorly in these situations even when the 
deployment is only 25 yards. The .308 with proper 
ammunition selection is necessary to absolutely, 
positively insure the target is down. There are 
times when the situation rapidly changes, as in an 
incident in Sacramento when the suspect was in the 
clear holding a door open when the police sniper 
fired.- By the time the bullet got there the suspect 
had begun to pull the door closed and the projectile 
struck the door. The bullet was a .308 Match King 
and while it broke up a usual on the barrier, 
sufficient fragments got through to wound the 
hostage taker. A better .308 round should have 
been selected but a .22 based round would have 
completely broken up on the door with not wounding 
effect at all. 

To paraphrase your response, no question 
about the .308 being absolutely necessary for most 
law enforcement and the Match King bullets will do 
fine on a target with no intermediate barrier where 
accuracy is the overriding consideration. It is very 
easy to stay in an office insulated from the reality of 
a barricaded gunmen or a hostage taker, it is quite 
another to be responsible for bringing those 
hostages out unharmed. It is a responsibility that 
we do not take lightly. 

Sincerely, 'Stephen C.  Robertson 
Lieutenant, SWAT 

RESPONSE: Lt. Robertson's letter indicates that 
those of us who are not law enforcement officers are 
likely to have a limited understanding of the require
ments and limitations involved in their shooting situa
tions. I wonder, however, if law enforcement officers 
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also might not occasionally acquire a bit of tunnel vi
sion based on their own particular assignment. Sure, 
500+ yard shots sound neat: my military sniper frie�ds 
talk of twice that distance. But what about tha� little 
puff of wind that comes up to blow your shot a foot off 
course? or the good guy who happens to move into the 
line of sight during the half-second or more that it 
takes the bullet to reach its mark? 

Having given a few dozen talks to law en
forcement groups in which the audiences contained 
many SWAT types, I have noted a rather wide dispar
ity of views concerning the things Mr. Day, Mr. 
Schaefer, and Lt. Robertson commented upon. Can 
any of our other readers help us gain a wider perspec
tive? Has anybody collected any data on police sniper 
shootings (including distance of fire, caliber, b�llet, 
outcome, etc.) in a systematic fashion? I was surpnsed 
to read in L T Robertson's letter, that in nearly every 
operati�n where he employs snipers the suspect is 
behind glass. Is this the experience of most law en
forcement groups? We would welcome co�ments 
from our readers on this. Please respond w1th the 
date, location, and department where the deployment 
took place so the details can be verified. We woul� be 
especially interested in any law enforcement sn1per 
shooting that produced the intended outcome at a 
distance greater than 1 00 yards. 

In response to your paraphrase of my com
ment, Steve, please reread Vol. 2 # 2, pp. 8-12. I be
lieve that the effect of the .308 Matchking on Mr. 
Weaver, at Ruby Ridge - he was essentially unaf
fected by the hit in his shoulder area -as well as the 
other cases mentioned in Vol. 2 # 2, cannot be re
garded as doing "fine," as you claim this b�llet. does 
when no barriers are involved. The only thmg 1t can 
be relied upon to do "fine" is punch holes in paper. 

On 11 April 1986, in Miami, FBI A�ent Dov� 
made the perfect shot as he hit his target m the �pht 
second Platt was dashing between two automobiles. 
The shot went through Platt's arm and on into his chest 
-- only to run out of steam an inch or so short of the 
heart. So Dove's accuracy didn't pay off because t�e 
bullet failed to perform as needed. The problem Wl�h 
the .308 Matchking is similar: fine accuracy, but, m 
many cases, it produces no greater soft tissue disru� 
tion than would a .32 ACP (with FMJ bullet). Practi
cally any near maximum load .223, wit� a well de
signed expanding bullet, is capable of takm� � human 
shoulder apart (inside of 200 yards) suff1c1e�tly �o 
make the arm incapable of using a weapon anyt1me m 
the near future. The Federal 308 Matchking might do 
as well -- or it might not. It seems to me that erratic 
performance is the last thing the law enforcement 
sniper needs. How many law enforcement snipers 
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have any grasp of the terminal performance in tissue 
produced by their bullets? They know they can hit what 
they aim at -- but FBI Agent Dove died proving that is 
not enough. 

Martin Fackler 

Bullet Rotation 

I have photocopied a paragraph from the book 
Practical Handgun Ballistics by Mason Williams and 
thought you might be interested in this "factual" 
information on rifling twist. The 39, 960 revolution per 
minute is reasonably accurate but the twist that 
creates 36 rotations per foot of travel I would call the 
"thread." " 

Just another example of the written and 
published material so called authorities perpetuating 
some of the errors and myths in the firearms field. 

This item was brought to light in an RCMP 
training course where some police officers were trying 
to convince the instructor that the Ranger SXT 
(formally Black Talon) works like a buzz-saw in the 
body. 

From : Practical Handgun Ballistics, Mason Williams -
pg. 71 

"Far too many shooters have no understanding 
of bullet rotation. Assume we have a revolver with a 
six-inch barrel and rifling with one tum in eighteen 
inches. This means that for every twelve inches or 
one foot of bullet travel, the bullet will rotate thirty-six 
times. If velocity is 1000 fps, the bullet will be turning 
at 5066 revolutions per second, or 39, 960 revolutions 
per minute (RPM)." 

Earl E. Hall 
RCMP-FLV 

RESPONSE: Every writer's worst nightmare has to be 
going into print with a somewhat condescending 
comment about most people's lack of understanding 
followed by text that strongly indicates that the writer 
doesn't have a clue either. Most of William's derived 
numbers are total nonsense, and the factors of most 
practical interest to shooters aren't as complicated as 
Williams makes it appear and don't require any 
complicated math. 

If a barrel has an 18 inch twist (one full 
rotation every 18 inches), the bullet makes one 
rotation ever)� 18 inches of travel down the barrel (all 
of this discussion ignores bad design cases where the 
bullet strips in the rifling). When this bullet leaves the 
barrel, it will also make one full rotation in each 18 
inches of travel downrange as long as the velocity is 
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very near muzzle velocity. This is true no matter what 
the muzzle velocity is or how long the barrel is; no 
calculations are required. 

It is well known that bullet drag in air reduces 
the velocity much faster than it reduces the spin rate; 
this is true because the rotation is slowed essentially 
only by direct viscous drag effects, while flow 
separation causes a much larger pressure drag that 
reduces bullet velocity (but not spin rate) . If the 
rotation rate is not reduced at all while the velocity is 
reduced to half muzzle velocity, the bullet will then 
make a full rotation in half the downrange travel 
required at the muzzle. For the example case this 
would be 9 inches instead of 1 8  inches, but the more 
reasonable assumption of some rotation slowing would 
make this at least 1 0  inches. It is immediately obvious 
that under any conditions of practical interest the bullet 
will never have anything like 36 turns in a foot of travel 
in air as Williams claims. 

The spin dynamics of a JHP bullet penetrating 
tissue or gelatin are complicated. Since the elapsed 
time tor a JHP handgun bullet to stop in tissue is about 
that required for the bullet to travel 2Yz to 4 feet in air 
(depending on the expansion and initial velocity) , it 
might seem that the bullet should make 2 or more 
revolutions in the wound track. However, the bullet 
expansion slows the bullet rotation (thr?ugh 
conservation of angular momentum), and gelatm or 
tissue penetration slows the rotation more in propo�ion 
to drag than travel in air. As a result, analytical 
calculations are consistent with observed JHP bullet 
penetration in gelatin; well designed. JHP hand�un 
bullets make about 1 revolution dunng penetration 
from entry until final bullet stop. Forget. any "buzz 
saw" or "weed whacker" model of bullet rotational 
effects during penetration; this just can't happen. 

The above discussion hasn't calculated bullet 
RPM at all because this isn't useful, but can be easily 
computed if the urge to throw out impressive sounding 
numbers becomes irresistible. Will iams' example 
bullet makes one revolution in 1 Yz feet of travel 
downrange and has a velocity of 1 000 ft/s; then th

_
e 

number of bullet revolutions in one second IS 
1 000/1 Yz=667. The number of revolutions in one 
minute is 60 times 667, or 40000 RPM. Williams has 
this final value approximately correct despite having 
gross errors in all the calculations leading up to it. . 

The only practical interest in the bullet RPM IS 
to determine if the stresses imposed threaten to rip the 
bullet apart. There is no concern here; the �aximum 
stresses in a . 45 caliber pure lead bullet (unjacketed) 
at 40000 RPM can be calculated to be about 500 psi, 
or less than 25% of the yield stress of lead (smaller di
ameter bullets have smaller stress at the same RPM). 

Duncan MacPherson 
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Volume 2, Number 3 of the 
Wound Ballistics Review 

I have only recently joined the IWBA, although I've 
been a member of AFTE for many years and a 
forensic firearms examiner for nine. I've just finished 
reading the Wound Ballistics Review, Volume 2, 
Number 3 and I am most impressed with the 
objectivity and unbiased stance taken by your 
organization in an effort merely to determine facts and 
find the truth pertaining to the wound ballistics field. 

You must find it extremely frustrating when 
dealing with those individuals and organizations who 
are not will ing to open their eyes to reality, due to their 
own political agendas, because of incompetence or 
merely because it would mean they would have to say 
"I was wrong." That's human nature I suppose, but it 
sti l l  doesn't make your job any easier and I commend 
you and the others within the IWBA for battling on 
regardless. It is reassuring to know that there is an 
organization out there solely and impartially committed 
to uncovering facts and exposing charlatans. 

There are a couple of other issues I wished to 
ask about, firstly in relation to the IWBA conference. I 
wil l  be attending the 1 997 AFTE seminar (at my own 
expense). I would also consider it a privilege to be 
able to attend the IWBA conference as well, but flying 
from Australia to the U.S. is not cheap and two trips 
would not be viable. If the IWBA does hold a 
conference in 1 997, have you given consideration to 
holding the conference either in the weeks leading up 
to AFTE, or immediately after? It would not be 
necessary to hold the conference in the same city or 
state as AFTE of course, as long as enough time is 
allowed to attend one, leaving enough time to travel to 
attend the other. If this course was adopted, it would 
allow overseas attendees to maximize their trip to the 
US. Perhaps this could be suggested to the Board of 
Directors at the next meeting? Advertising this in 
AFTE Journal would surly amount to greater 
attendance and increased membership for the IWBA 
as wel l .  

Finally, I was appalled after reading the story 
on Paul Dunn.  What an absolutely pathetic example 
of scientific investigation that was! Was the state 
firearms examiner involved a member of AFTE? If so, 
he/she shouldn't be any longer. Has any legal action 
been taken against the individuals responsible for his 
arrest and incarceration? Has he filed for damages or 
any form of compensation? 
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Thanks again for an outstanding Journal ,  I do 
look forward to receiving the next one. Who knows, I 
may even get to meet some of the members in 1 997! 

Gerard Dutton 
Sergeant, Ballistics Section , Tasmania, Austral ia 

RESPONSE: Thank you, Sergeant Dutton, for your 
kind comments. The tact that our efforts are appreci
ated enough to incite persons such as yourself to take 
pen in hand and tell us about it makes the task worth
while. Your idea of scheduling an IWBA conference 
before or after the AFTE meeting is an excellent one --
1 wil l  take it up with our Board of Directors. Yes, unfor
tunately the firearms examiner in the Dunn case is an 
AFTE member: and, yes, legal action has been initi
ated. 

Martin L. Fackler 

"Quick-Shok" Bullets 
This letter was sent to the Editor at Gun Week. 

1 know that Gun Week needs material to publish, but 
I'm concerned, now. The blatant promotional piece on 
"Quick-Shok" bullets showed a distinct lack of analysis 
and an excess of "hype," in my opinion. I knew, as 
soon as 1 saw the word "Shok" in the name, that it was 
a Burczynski-designed bullet, probably more notable 
for engineering hours and other lengths (usual ly 
signaled by the words "proprietary process," "hyper-" 
anything, and developing/design numbers) of effort 
expended in  getting a bullet to perform in a manner 
that others don't/cannot/won't. Yet the question that 
should have been asked, wasn't: "Does this 
performance (the "tricks" it can perform) real ly achieve 
any demonstrable benefit to the user?" 

I, for one, fail to see the benefit of the 
performance guarantee that assures that a well-placed 
round wil l  not achieve the results of that placement by 
radial dispersion of the shot, by design .  Let's see if 
I've got this correctly: This bullet is designed to 
disperse my shot, radially, anywhere between 5 and 8 
inches from where I've aimed it, in an unknown 
direction that compromises any three, al legedly 
evenly-dispersed directions on the compass rose. 
That's what J need: randomness in my al leged results. 
Now 1 know exactly where not to aim: anywhere I want 
to hit.  That certainly narrows things down. "You can 
miss by a country mile and still devastate your 
assailant with the thought of what this bullet is claimed 
to do if it had hit h im!" 
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Apparently the sellers continue to foster the 
misperception ("A most devastating terminal effect is 
said to occur when the bullet fragments.") that it is the 
opening up of the bullets that gives it its "stopping 
power:" shades of Hydra-Shok. We know this not to 
be true by the laws of physics and experience. Yes, 
there may be some crush damage as the bullet 
disperses, but that wil l  be minimal compared to an 
expanded bullet that stays together and maximizes the 
crush damage with controlled penetration in the 
direction aimed. Fragmentation in a handgun bullet 
only minimizes the force (momentum) that any 
fragment can deliver to the tissue. Diffusing the 
energy over a large area is exactly what a bullet proof 
test vest does to minimize damage. Temporary 
cavities are just that, temporary, and don't do the 
damage required to cause physiological incapacitation. 

I'm sorry. I wont be impressed until the bullet 
is designed to do a backwards one and one-half in the 
pike position while whistling "Yankee Doodle Dandy" 
and then explode by proximity fuse before impact so I 
can pepper my intended target with "innumerable" 
fragments that "deliver all available energy" and hit the 
partner of the assailant, who is hidden from my view, 
ready to ambush me, around the corner in my living 
room. Now that would be a bullet to contend with from 
an engineering perspective! Call me when it's 
finished. I promise to be very impressed. 

David M. Gross 

EDITOR'S NOTE : Three of our readers sent us the 
article about this new magic bullet that is sure to be 
popular with the intellectually challenged "true believ
ers" who can't seem to accept the constraints of the 
laws of physics: they readily embrace any "too good to 
be true" claim or scheme that the "unscrupulous ex
ploiters of the eternally gullible"1 dream up. 

One of them, David Gross, included the above 
letter which eloquently points out the continuing non
sense to which the firearm culture is subjected from 
time to time. It is indeed gratifying for the IWBA that 
its astute and knowledgeable members continue to 
monitor the gun press and point out to us the more 
egregious insults to their intelligence that appear there. 
We view this as a special service to our many law en
forcement members for whom being misled about 
bullet effects is a deadly serious subject -- it can cost 
their lives. Keep up the good work! 

Martin L. Fackler 

REFERENCE 
1. Barzun J. The House of Intellect. New York, Harper & 
Brothers, 1959. p vii. 
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NUMBER 1 BUCKSHOT, 

THE NUMBER 1 CHOICE 
Gus Cotey, Jr. 

Summary 
Based on the factors of number of pellets per unit of 
weight, capacity to achieve adequate penetration, and 
the volume of tissue disrupted per unit of pellet mass, 
the data indicate that No. 1 buckshot has the greatest 
potential of all buckshot sizes loaded in American 12 
gauge shotshells for effective close range perform
ance on human assailants and game of similar size. 

After handguns, shotguns are the firearms most 
commonly used by law enforcement officers in the 
United States. The typical U.S. police shotgun is a 12 
gauge pump (slide) action repeater with a barrel length 
of 18 to 20 inches (45.72 to 50.8 em). American police 
departments almost invariably issue ammunition for 
their shotguns loaded with either No. 4 buckshot, No. 
00 buckshot (commonly called "double ought"), or 
Foster type (round nose. hollow base, soft lead alloy) 
rifled slugs. 

Where buckshot is deemed to be the most 
desirable selection for police service use, No. 1 

· buckshot is potentially superior to the much more 
common No. 4 and 00 sizes. 

American 12 gauge shotshells come in lengths 
of 23/4, 3, and more recently, 3Yz inches. However, 
since the 23/4 inch (70 mm) varieties are the most 
commonly employed for antipersonnel use, 12 gauge 
shells of this length shall be the main focal point herein. 
Commonly encountered U.S. 2 3 I 4 inch 12 gauge 
buckshot loads are: No. 4 Buck (27 pellets), No. 4 Buck 
Magnum (34 pellets), No. I Buck (16 pellets), No. 1 
Buck Magnum (20 pellets), 0 Buck (12 pellets), 00 
Buck (9 pellets}, 00 Buck Magnum (12 pdlets), and 
000 Buck (8 pellets). Nominal pellet diameters along 
with corresponding weights and sectional densities (SO) 
based on a material density of 10.86 grams/cc are listed 
in Table I. 

Sectional density is defined as a pro,jectile's 
weight in pounds (weight in grains divided by 7000) 
divided by the square of its diameter expressed in 
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inches. The sectional density of a bullet after achieving 
its maximum level of deformation as it passes through 
tissue is a crucial variable with respect to the total 
penetration depth that it will attai_n at a given impact 
velocity for a given post impact shape. At impact 
speeds of 850 to I 000 f/s (259 to 305 m/s), handgun 
bullets that deform into blunt mushroom shapes require 
minimum post impact SO's of approximately .06 in 
order to penetrate the currently accepted 12-inch (30. 48 
em) minimum of soft tissue required for reliable 
performance on human adversaries. For bullets weigh
ing 147, 180, and 230 grains (9.53, 11.66. and 14.9 
gm) and maintaining 100% of their original weight after 
impact, this would mean respective expanded diameters 
of .59, .655, and .74 inches (1.499, 1.664, and 1.88 
em). 

A non-deforming sphere of a given SO and 
impact speed will penetrate tissue to a greater depth and 
crush less tissue relative to its cross sectional area per 
unit length of penetration than a blunt mushroom 
shaped bullet of equal SO and striking velocity by 
virtue of the former's more streamlined shape. 
However, in actuality even the hardest lead alloy 
buckshot pellets are subject to considerable defom1ation 
from post ignition acceleration forces, contact with the 
weapon's bore, impacts with bones, etc. Thus. an initial 
SO of at least .06 will increase the likelihood that most 
if not all of the pellets striking an adversary at practical 
buckshot ranges will penetrate from 12 to 18 inches 
(30.48 to 45.72 em) in order to be able to crush holes in 
vital anatomical structures even in cases where the 
thorax is struck from the side with an arm in the way. 

No. 1 buckshot is the smallest pellet size loaded 
in 12 gauge shotshells with an SO in the .06 bracket. as 
can be seen in Table 1. Figure 1. which is from Duncan 
MacPherson's outstanding book Bullet Penetration. 
contains 4 curves therein illustrating the penetration 
levels 1one can expect at various velocities from lead 
alloy spheres of .1, .2., .3, and .4 inches (.254 .. 508. 
. 762, and 1.016 em) in diameter.1 The density of the 
lead alloy of which the spheres are made is assumed to 
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be 10.86 gm/cc (typical density for hardened 

shot)2 For consistency, this density is also used 
in the data in Table l (the density of pure lead is 
11.342 gm/cc). 

According to Figure I, a .30-inch (.762 
em) No. l buckshot pellet impacting at 1050 f/s 
(320 m/s) would penetrate approximately 16.4 
inches (41.66 em) of 10% 4°C gelatin or live 
muscle. At 1060 f/s (323 m/s) the same pellet 
would penetrate approximately 16.6 inches (42.16 
em). 

TABLE 1 

Shot 
Size 

4 Buck 

1 Buck 

0 Buck 

00 Buck 

000 Buck 

. 

Diameter 

.24 in (.6096 em) 

.30 in (.  762 em} 

.32 in (.81 28 em) 

.33 in (.8382 em) 

.36 in (.91 44 em) 

. . 
Weight so 

1 9.88 gr (1 .288 grams) .049 

38.83 gr (2.516 grams) .062 

47. 1 1  gr (3.053 grams) .066 

51 .68 gr (3.349 grams) .068 

67.08 gr (4.34igrams) .074 
By moving .3 of the way up the vertical 

distance between the .3 and .4 inch curves at the 
1050 f/s vertical line, one finds that a .33-inch 
(.8382 em) 00 Buck pellet should penetrate 
approximately 18.6 inches (47.24 em). At 1060 f/s 
the penetration would be 1X.8 inches (47.75 em). 

Weight and sectional density (SO) data are based on an 
assumed material density of 1 0.86 gm/cc. Any percentage of 
increase or decrease in the actual density of the al loy composing 
pellets of equal diametftJ would have a corresponding l inear 
effect on the variables of weight and SO. 

Test Procedure Weight in grams calculated by multiplying the volume of a 

Actual penetration testing of No. I and sphere (nd3/6 :::: .5236d� expressed in cc by the density figure, 
which in this case is 1 0.86. 00 buckshot loads was conducted using Federal 

Classic reduced velocity "Tactical" 9-pellet 
copper plated 00 Buck shells (Lot No. 
114Y113), Remington 20-pellet No. I Buck 
Magnum shells (Lot No. BG24P525J, Remington 
16-pellet No. 1 Buck Standard shells (Lot No. 
AH01C525). The test weapon was a Browning A-5 
semiautomatic shotgun with a 24-inch (60.96 em) 
"Buck Special" barrel. Muzzle to test medium distance 
was l 0 feet (3. 05 meters) and velocities were measured 
with an Oehler Model 33 chronograph with the 
skyscreens set up in front of the medium. 

Weight in grains = weight in grams x 1 5. 43236. 

The test medium was water-filled, 2-quart (1.89 
liter) cardboard (not plastic) milk and juice cartons 
assembled firmly touching each other in single-file rows 
of 10. Penetration in rows of water-filled 2-quart 
cartons is approximately 1.5 times that which would 
occur in 10% 4°C gelatin.3 Since a U.S. 2-qt. carton is 
3.75 inches (9.525 em) wide and 3.75/1.5 = 2.5, one 
simply multiplies the number of the carton in the row 
from which a test bullet was recovered by 2.5 to 
determine the approximate gelatin penetration in inches 
or by 6.35 for the reading in centimeters. For example, 
a shot recovered from carton (CTN) #6 would 
correspond to a gelatin penetration depth of approxi
mately 15 inches (38.1 em) . 

Obviously, as a measuring device a water-filled 
carton row does not have the fine incremental resolution 
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of a calibrated gelatin block, so it is impossible to 
determine whether a shot recovered from CTN #6 
would have penetrated 14, 15, or 16 inches in gelatin. 
On the credit side, the preparation and set-up of 
water-filled cartons is not at all technique sensitive and 
does provide the user with reasonably accurate "quick 
and dirty" results. Note that my experience with using 
rows of wa!er-filled 2-quart cardboard cartons as a 
testing medium has been limited to projectiles traveling 
at speeds between 800 to 3000 f/s. Further testing is 
needed to determine how well this method works at 
predicting the 10% · gelatin penetration depths of 
projectiles with impact velocities below 600 fls ( 183 
m/s). 

There were 2 Federal 00 Buck rounds fired 
with respective recorded velocities of 1049 and 1062 f/s 
(320 and 324 m/s). Only 5 pellets were recovered from 
shot # 1 and 4 pellets from shot #2 due to the fact that 
some pellets eXited from carton sidewalls before they 
could come to rest. Shot # 1 left 1 pellet in carton 
(CTN) #6, 3 pellets in CTN #7, and 1 pellet in CTN #8, 
which would correspond to approximate respective 
gelatin penetration depths of 15, 17.5, and 20 inches 
(38.1, 44.45, and 50.8 em). Shot #2 left 3 pellets in 
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Fig _ 1 Theoretical penetration depths in standard gelatin (8.5 em BB penetration at 590 fls) for non-deforming lead 
alloy spheres of . 1 ,  .2, ..3, and .4 inches in diameter whose material density is 10.86 gm/cc. Reprinted with 
permission from page 254 of Bullet Penetration, by Duncan MacPherson. 

CTN #7 and 1 in CTN #8. In each case the recovered 
pellets showed minimal deformation, with the deepest 
penetrating ones exhibiting the least deformation of all 
(see Figure 2). 

The measured average diameter of the Federal 
00 buckshot pellets based on 3 micrometer readings 
taken on 9 unfired pellets was . 3322 inches (.843788 
ern), with ,a. cOrresponding average weight of 54.33 
stains\3�521 grn) and so of .07033. This represents a 
3. 74% increase over the �06779 SD of a .33-inch (. 8382 
ern) 5 1 .68 grain (3 .349 grn) sphere. This in tum would 
correspond to roughly the same percentage in increased 
theoretical soft tissue penetration over what one would 
calculate for a .33-inch lead alloy sphere ( 10. 86 grn/cc 
density) at a given speed using Tab!e 1 .  The 
approximate theoretical penetration for the Federal 00 
buckshot pellets would be 19 .3  inches (49.02 ern) at 
1050 f/s (320 rnls) and 19.5 inches (49.53 ern) at 1 060 
fls (323 rnls). 

While the 2 Federal 00 buckshot pellets that 
made it to CTN #8 carne the closest to achieving the 
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approximate theoretical penetration level for their 
respective recorded velocities, the pellets recovered 
from CTN #7 also stopped within the same general 
vicinity of penetration depth. This speaks very well for 
the post ignition and post impact shape maintenance 
integrity of the Federal pellets . 

Only 1 Remington 20 pellet Magnum No. 1 
Buck shell with a recorded velocity of 1057 f/s (322 
rnls) and 1 Remington 16 pellet Standard No. 1 Buck 
shell with a recorded velocity of 1 177 f/s (358 rnls) was 
tested due to carton supply constraints. In the case of 
each of these No. 1 Buck loads, pellets were recovered 
from CTN #5 (2 pellets from the Magnum and 3 pellets 
from the Standard) and CTN #6 (8 pellets from each 
load). This corresponds to approximate respective 
gelatin penetration depths of 12 .5  and 15  inches (3 1 .  75 
and 38 . 1 ern) in each case. 

The pellets of the higher velocity 16 pellet load 
appeared slightly more deformed than those of the 
slower 20 pellet Magnum load, although neither load's 
unplated pellets exhibited the post impact integrity 
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F E D E R A L  " T A C T I C A L " 0 0  B U C K S H O T  

1049 f/s 

1062 f/s 

Fig _ 2 Recovered pellets from 2 Federal Classic "Tactical" 9-pellet reduced velocity 23/4-inch 1 2  guage rounds 
tested in 2-quart water-fill� cardboard cartons exhibit relatively smal l deformation. M inimal pellet deformation was 
due to the employment of copper plating, hard lead alloy, granulated polymer shot buffer, shot cup, and 
compressible piston-equipped "shock"-absorbing wad behind the shot cup, combined with subsonic impact 
velocities. The far right pellets for each shot were the deepest penetrating ones, each being recovered from the 8th 
carton in the row, which roughly corresponds to a penetrating depth of 20 inches (50.8 em) in tissue-calibrated 
gelatin. The other pellets from each test shot were recovered from cartons #6 and tn, which indicates approximate 
soft tissue penetration depths in the range of 1 5  to 17.5 inches (38.1 to 44.45 em). 

of the copper plated Federal 00 Buck pellets . 
MacPherson's . 3-inch curve in Figure I indicates a 
1 1 80 f/s (360 rnls) penetration depth of 1 8  inches 
(45 .72 em), but the added pellet deformation caused by 
the additional 120 f/s of the 1 6  pellet load prevented any 
of its pellets from realizing their theoretical penetration 
advantage over the slower 20 pellet magnum load (see 
Figure 3) .  

The Remington No. l buckshot pellets were 
measured for diameter in the same manner as the 
Federal 00 buckshot pellets, but were averaged from 10  
samples with 3 readings each. There were 20  samples 
used for calculating the average pellet weight for the 
Magnum load and I6 for the Standard load. Those 
from the Magnum load averaged . 2870 inches ( .729 
ern) in diameter and 35 .46 grains (2. 298 grams) in 
weight, while those from the Standard load averaged 
. 2872 inches (. 7295 em) and 35 .44 grains (2 .297 
grams) with respective SO's of .062 and .06 1 .  

The Federal 00 buckshot pellets were 
spherically more uniform than the Remington No. I 
buckshot pellets. The lead alloy density for the Federal 
pellets was approximately 1 1 . 1 9 grnlcc, while that for 
the 2 Remington loads was approximately 1 1 . 3  grnlcc 
(as compared to the 10. 86 grnlcc upon which Table I 
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and Figure 1 are based) . The relative lack of spherical 
uniformity of the pellets from both Remington No. 1 
Buck loads did not inspire great confidence in the 
accuracy of the average diameter figures obtained for 
calculating their average volumes and material 
densities . 

Figure 4 is the wound profile of a 12  Gauge 
No. 4 Buck load of unspecified manufacture at 1 3  5 1  f/s 
(4 12  rnls) that was tested by Dr. Martin L. Fackler. In 
this case the deepest penetrating pellet traveled 27 em 
( 1 0.63 inches), with the most shallow penetrating pellet 
lodging at approximately 1 1 .5 em (4 .53 inches). By 
traveling upward .4 of the way from MacPherson's 
.2-inch sphere curve to his . 3  curve in Figure 1 at the 
1 350 f/s (4 1 1  rnls) vertical line, one finds the theoretical 
penetration depth of a .24 inch (.6096 em) No. 4 
buckshot pellet to be approximately 15 .2 inches (38 .6 1  
ern). The extreme deformation sustained by  the pellets 
at 135 1 f/s (4 1 2  rnls) in Dr. Fackler's test prevented any 
of them from even remotely approaching their 
theoretical penetration depth. 

A number of years ago, I tested a round of 12  
gauge Remington No. 4 Buck containing 27 pellets (Lot 
No. BJ20T1)  at a recorded speed of 1225 f/s (373 rnls). 
Only 5 water-filled 2-qt. cartons were in the row and the 
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16 - Pellet Standard Load - 1 177 f/s 

20 - Pellet Magnum Load - 1057 f/s 

Fig - 3 Pellets recovered from 1 2  gauge 23/4-inch Remington 16-pellet Standard No. 1 buckshot load (above) and 20-
pel let Magnum No. 1 buckshot load (below) after being fired into single-file rows of 2-quart cardboard water-fi lled 
cartons exhibit considerably more deformation than pellets from the Federal 00 buckshot "Tactical" loads tested. 
Note the sl ightly greater level of deformation in the pellets from the faster Standard load. The addition of the 
refinements found in the Federal "Tactical" buckshot rounds would lead to much improved pellet shape maintenance 
integrity and patterning capabil ity with No. 1 buckshot. Pellets from each No. 1 buckshot load were recovered from 
cartons #5 and #6, indicating penetration depths of approximately 1 2.5 to 1 5  inches (31 .75 to 38.1 em) in tissue
calibrated gelatin. The additional 120 f/s of impact speed in the case of the faster Standard load yielded no increase in 
penetration due to the concomitant increase in pellet deformation negating the theoretical advantages of the higher 
velocity with respect to penetration. 

range from muzzle to carton # 1  was 15 feet (4 .6 m). Of 
the 27 pellets, only 6 were recovered; 2 from CTN #4� 3 
from CTN #5, and l from the ground behind CTN #5.  
CTN #5 had 2 exits. CTN's #4 and #5 correspond to 
respective gelatin penetration depths of approximately 
10  and 12 .5 inches (25 .4 and 3 1 . 75 em). According to 
Figure 1 ,  the theoretical penetration of a No. 4 buckshot 
pellet at 1230 f/s (375 m/s) is approximately 14.2 
inches (36.07 em). 

It would seem that where buckshot pellets made 
from commonly employed lead alloys are concerned, 
muzzle velocities above 1 100 f/s (335 m/s) are counter
productive insofar as soft tissue penetration is 
concerned. Also, since even the best developed of 
buckshot loads can be expected to send only a fraction 
of their pellets to theoretically expected · tissue 
penetration depths, loads containing lead alloy shot 
pellets with initial SO's of substantially less than . 06 
cannot be guaranteed to drive virtually all of their 
pellets to depths of 12 inches (30.48 em) or more of soft 
tissue with any consistency. 
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Pellet Size Affects Total Volume 

Of Tissue Crusl1ed 

In the case of several shot charges of equal 
weight, but of differing shot sizes, and driven at a 
velocity level adequate to permit the penetration of a 
given thickness of tissue, the shot charge containing the 
smallest shot size will crush the greatest volume of 
tissue, assuming all pellets hit the target and no pellet 
enters the wound tract of another. This can be 
illustrated by the example of a lead alloy sphere with a 
diameter of l inch (2.54 em) . The amount of matter in 
this sphere could produce 8 spheres of .5 inches ( 1 .27 
em) diameter, or 64 spheres of .25 inches ( .635 em) 
diameter. At 1 100 f/s (335 m/s) non-deforming lead 
alloy spheres from .25 to 1 inch in diameter would have 
more than enough force to penetrate a 10-inch (25.4 
em) thick section of soft tissue. 

The cross sectional area of a sphere at its 
widest point is the area of a circle of the same diameter 
( 1tr2), so in the case of a l -inch dia. sphere, this would 
equal .7854 square inches . However, the area of a . 5 -
inch dia . circle (. 1 9635 square inches) times 8 equals 
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O c:m 5 10 15 2 0  

12 Gauge Shotg un 
no choke 

•4 Buckshot 

Vel. - 1351 fls (41 2  mts) 

Wt. - 5 4 0 g r  (35gm) 

27 pel lets of 2 4  C e l. 

2 7  

Fig - 4 Wound profile of  12 gauge 23/4 inch (10 mm) 27-pellet No. 4 buckshot load at 1351 f/s (412 m/s). Extreme 
pellet deformation at this velocity, coupled with low initial pellet sectional density was responsible for the failure of 
any of the pellets to meet or exceed the 1 2-inch (30.48 em) minimum penetration standard for consistent 
performance on human adversaries. 
Wound profile courtesy of Martin L. Fackler, M.D. 

1 . 5708 square inches, or twice the area of a l -inch 
diameter circle. A .25-inch ( .635 em) diameter circle 
has an area of . 0490875 square inches, and .0490875 
square inches x 64 = 3. 14 16  square inches, or 4 times 
the area of a l -inch dia. circle. Since the volume of the 
cylinder of a given length is directly proportional to its 
cross sectional area, the tissue loss increase for the 
smaller pellet loads over the single l -inch sphere would 
be proportional to their total pellet cross sectional areas 
relative to the cross sectional area of the l -inch sphere. 

It is important to note that the amount of tissue 
disrupted by a bullet of a given cross sectional area over 
a given penetration depth depends upon the bullet's nose 
shape. In MacPherson's model, a given nose profile's 
ability to disrupt tissue is assessed relative to the tissue 
disrupting ability of a sharp-edges cylinder. 4 This 
shape factor, designated by MacPherson as cj>, is 
calculated based on the force of the bullet experts on the 
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tissue it is penetrating. This shape factor cj> equals 1 .0 
for a sharp-edged cylinder (by definition), while the 
shape factor cj> for a sphere is only .43 . 5 In order to 
calculate the approximate volume of tissue crushed by a 
sphere per MacPherson's model, multiply the sphere's 
cross sectional area by .43, then multiply this product 
by the length of wound channel. 

Table 2 shows the amount of tissue volume in 
cc's that would be displaced in 12 inches (30.48 em) of 
penetration by individual No. 1 ,  0, 00, and 000 
buckshot pellets and multiples thereof based on the 
number of pellets commonly loaded in 1 2  gauge 23/4 
inch shells per data in Table I .  Additionally included is 
the volume of tissue crushed for 12 inches (30.48 em) 
of penetration per gram of pellet weight, which 
decreases as pellet diameter increases. Table 2 also 
shows the weight of each common loading of each shot 
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TABLE 2 

Volume of 
tissue 

crushed in 
1 2 inches 

Number (30.48 em) 

Volume 
of tissue 
crushed 
in 30.48 

size, again based on Table 1 data 
(material density = 10 .86 gm/cc). No. 
4 buckshot data was omitted, as a 
shotshell charge of this shot size 
cannot be counted upon in actual 
practice to have virtually all of its 
pellets penetrate to the minimum of 12 
inches (30.48 em) of soft tissue 
required for reliable performance on 
human assailants. 

em of 
penetra
tion per 
gram of 
missile 

Shot size weight Velocity And Recoil 
�----=�c...:.....::��....�:..��-+--�<..:....:..=...:....:....�:.:....:...-f-L:....:...;,.;...:....:....__:_:_:.�--f--.:..:...::..:c�=---1 Where buckshot is concerned, 

of Total Pellet of 
pellets Payload Weight penetration* 

1 Buck 2·376 cc muzzle speeds above 1 100 f/s (335 1 38.83 gr (2.516 gm) 5.9770 cc 

1 2  
.. 

465.93 gr (30. 1 92 gm) 

1 6  621 .25 g r  (40.256 gm) 

71 .7240 cc 

95.6320 cc 

m/s) are also counterproductive from 
the standpoint of operator comfort and 
weapon utilization efficiency. This can 

f------+=---t-:....;__;...:....:....'--""-'�...:....:....=--�.:.!..--1-...:....:....-...:....:....--=-�---- be illustrated by the examples of shot 20 776.56 gr (50.320 gm) 1 1 9.5400 cc 

charges weighing 465 grains (30 . 1 3  
gm) and 620 grains (40. 1 8  gm), which 

1-----+....:..::.--+=:..:..=..:::....oz.:�==..sz::..:..t..-t--=-..:..:..::=::.....:::-=-----t-------l respectively correspond to the 9-pellet 

0 Buck 2.227 cc 1 47. 1 1  gr (3.053 gm) 6 .8005 cc 

1 2  565.38 gr (36.636 gm) 81 .6060 cc 

00 Buck 2 . 160 cc and 12-pellet 00 buckshot shot charge 1 51 .68 gr (3.349 gm) 7.2322 cc 

weights in Table 1 rounded off to the 
nearest whole grain (and closely ap-

1------t-....:..=---+-==::....>Z::.....lo...:..::..:...:=....>Z..:..:'..:L-f-=.=.:.:.=....:.....=-=------t-----l proximate the respective weights of 

9 465. 1 5  gr (30. 1 41 gm) 65.0898 cc 

1 2  620.20 gr (40. 1 88 am) 86.7864 cc 

000 Buck 1 67.08 gr (4.347 gm) 8 .6069 cc 1 .980 cc 

f-------�=----��������'..:L_��...:....:....�-=---�----1 8 536.68 gr (34. 776 gm) 68.8552 cc 

" This value was determined by first calculating the area of a circle (n�) of 
pellet diameter (see Table 1 )  expressed in  em, multiplying by the projectile 
shape factor (q,) for a sphere (. 43) and then multiplying by 30.48. The 
resulting product is the tissue volume crushed by an individual pellet in 1 2  
inches of penetration; this value is then multiplied by the number of pellets 
in the load to get the total volume in cubic centimeters (cc in common 
notation). (Note: n = 3.1 416  expressed to 4 decimal places.) 

1 2-pellet and 1 6-pellet No. 1 buckshot 
charges also listed in Table 1) .  

According to the 1996 
Winchester and Remington catalogues, 
the nominal 3-foot ( .914 meter) 
instrumental velocity of a 9-pellet 
Standard 00 buckshot load is 1 325 f/s 
(404 m/s), and that for a 12-pellet 00 
buckshot Magnum load is 1290 f/s 
(393 f/s). The nominal 3-foot 

1-----------------------------1 instrumental speed for the reduced 
.. This is not a standard number of No. 1 buckshot pellets for American 1 2  

gauge 23/4 inch (70 mm) shells, but is l isted for reference purposes because 
velocity 9 and l 2-pellet 00 buckshot 

the total pellet payload weight closely matches that of the 9-pellet loading 
law enforcement loads produced by 

of 00 buckshot. However, this is the standard load of No. 1 buckshot for 1 6  several American manufacturers is the 
gauge shells. slightly subsonic velocity of 1075 f/s 

(328 m/s). 
Free recoil is the level of a 

NOTE: Individual and multiple pellet weights in grams were calculated first, firearm's rearward thrust that would 
and these figures expressed to the nearest 3 decimal places were then take place if it were discharged while 
multiplied by 1 5.43236 to calculate their weights in grains expressed to the 

nearest 2 decimal places. Grain weight figures for multiple pellets derived 
suspended off the ground in pendulum 

in this fashion will differ very slightly from those derived by multiplying the fashion with the centerline axis of its 
individual pellet weight in grains by the number of pellets in the shot bore parallel to the ground, and nothing 

L.:::.ch:.:..:a::..:.r�a�e:::.:·:........ ______________________ __.J bearing against the weapon's butt. 
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Table 3 lists the free recoil velocity and energy figures 
of 465 and 620 grain shotsh�;;ll loads at reduced 1075 f/s 
and standard velocities. From a practical standpoint, 
3-foot instrumental velocities can be considered as 

a given weight shot charge of a particular shot size, the 
most sound way in which to enhance terminal 
performance is to maintain the same velocity and simply 
add more shot. Needlessly increasing the muzzle 

muzzle velocities, which 
they are with respect to 
the data in Table 3 .  

Given a 7.5 
pound (3 .402 kg) 
weapon, the free recoil 
velocity for the 1075 f/s 
465 grain load is only 
80. 82% of that of the 
1 325 f/s load. The free 
recoil speed of the slower 
620 grain load is only 
83 .04% of that of the 
faster one. The resulting 
respective free recoil 
energy figures for the 465 
and 620 gram low 
velocity loads run 
65 .22% and 69.22% of 
those of the standard 
higher velocity loads in 
each weight. 

Looking at the 
free recoil velocity and 
energy figures in Table I 
for the 1 325 f/s 465 grain 
shot load and the 1 075 f/s 
620 grain shot load, one 
finds them to be quite 
similar, despite the fact 
that the heavier load 
contains 1/3 more shot. 
This means that for a 
given shot size that can 
traverse a given thickness 
of soft tissue at either 
1075 f/s or 1 325 f/s, the 
heavier but slower 620 

TABLE 3 

NOTE 1 NOTE 2 NOTE 3 
* Approx. cc's 

of tissue 
Shot Weight Assumed Assumed crushed in 1 2  

(grains) Wad and Powder Assumed Free Free inches of 
at a given Buffer Charge Gun Recoil Recoil penetration 

listed muzzle Weight Weight Weight Velocity Energy per fp of free 
velocity (fls) (grains) (grains) (pounds) (f/s) " (fp) recoil ene�gy 

#1 Bk 00 Bk 

465 gr 1075 f/s 50 22 7 .5  10.77 13.5 5.313 4 . 881 

465 at 1325 f/s 50 26 7 .5  13. 326 20.7 3 .465 3. 144 

620 at 1075 f/s 50 22 7 .5  13.944 22. 7  4.213 3. 823 

620 at 1290 f/s 50 26 7.5 16. 782 32. 8  2.916 2.646 

• These figures were calculated using the "Volume of tissue crushed in 30. 48 em (1 2 
inches) of penetration per gram of pellet weight" data for 1 2  & 1 6  No. 1 Bk pellets and 9 
& 1 2  00 Bk pelle�s from Table 2. While the respective weights for each shot size are n ot 
exactly 465 and 620 gra ins, thev are close enough to be identical for practical purposes. 
NOTE 1 :  Powder charges are assumed to be 22 grains for subsonic loads and 26 

grains for supersonic loads. Propellants used in the heavier payload 
cartridges are assumed to be of slower burning rate than those used in the 
shells with lighter payloads. Actual powder charges wil l  differ from maker to 
maker, and even lot to lot, depending on the types of propellants used. 

NOTE 2: The approximate free recoil velocity of firearms with small propellant 
charges in relation to the total missile weight can be calculated by the 
formula: C'Nm. x Vm) + (YzWp x Vm) = Wg x Vr where: Wm = Total Missile 
Weight, Vm = Muzzle Velocity, Wp = Powder Charge Weight, Wg = Gun 
Weight, Vr = Free Recoil Velocity 
For shot loads, the total missile weight is the shot charge weight plus the 
wad and shot buffer weight. All weights must be expressed in the same 
units f'Neight in grains/7000 = weight in pounds). Muzzle Velocity and Free 
Recoil Velocity are in the same units. 

NOTE 3:  Free recoil energy in foot pounds is calculated using the formula:  
Er = YzM9V? where: Er = Free Recoil Energy, Mg = Mass of Gun (gun weight 
in pounds/32. 1 74), Vr = Free Recoil Velocity in f/s 

grain subsonic load has the potential to yield 33 . 33% 
more tissue disruption despite generating only 9 .66% 
more free recoil in a 7. 5 pound gun than the lighter, 
faster load. 

velocity of a short-range firearm simply increases the 
amount of punishment sustained by the operator per 
unit volume of tissue crushed in the target over a given 
penetration depth. Stated another way, increasing the 
recoil of an already adequately penetrating shot load 
actually decreases the volume of tissue disrupted within Once the level of velocity for adequate 

penetration at all practical ranges has been achieved for 
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the realm of adequate penetration per unit of recoil 
energy. This concept is illustrated in the far-right 
column of Table 3 .  Note the greater amounts of tissue 
crushed in the cases of all of the # I  Buck sub-column 
figures when compared to the analogous 00 Buck 
sub-column figures . 

Overall, from the standpoint of lack of practical 
increase in retained do� n-range velocity with so poor 
an aerodynamic shape as a sphere, lack of practical 
penetration improvement in soft tissue, and deleterious 
effects with respect to the shooter's comfort and level of 
control, supersonic buckshot loads can most kindly be 
described as conceptually flawed. 

Patterns 
A shotgun pattern of a given dia.m.eter 

containing a large number of adequately deep pellet 
holes has the obvious advantage of involving a larger 
number of vital anatomical structures than an equally 
large pattern containing relatively fewer holes . No. I 
buckshot charges of a given weight have the potential of 
simply making more holes in a given size area of the 
body as charges of larger pellets having equal total 
weight. 

Actual patterns from both Remington No. 1 
buckshot loads at a range of 30 feet (9 . 14 meters) on 
9-inch (22 . 86 em) diameter paper dinner plates proved 
disappointing. There were 2 rounds of each load tested. 
Each 1 6:-pellet Standard load put only 8 pellets on its 
plate, and each 20-pellet Magnum load put only 1 0  
pellets on its plate. By contrast, the 2 Federal 00 
buckshot "Tactical" loads tested each put all of their 9 
pellets on their respective plates, with respective 
center-to-center group diameters of 5 .9 and 6 .75 inches 
( 1 4 .99 and 1 7. 1 5  em) . 

The tight pattering exhibited by the Federal 00 
buckshot loads could undoubtedly be duplicated with 
No. I buckshot loads if the added refinements of the 
former such as uniformly spherical copper plated shot, 
plastic shot collar, a compressible piston-equipped 
"shock"-absorbing wad beneath the shot collar, etc. 
were incorporated into the latter (Polyethylene granules 
were used as a shot buffer in the Federal and both 
Remington loads.) .  Loads of No. I buckshot delivering 
so many deep penetrating 30 caliber pellets in such tight 
clusters at usual shotgun ranges would give very good 
terminal performance indeed. 
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Conclusion 

No. I buckshot has the potential to be the 
optimum pellet size for use on armed human adversaries 
and game animals of similar size. What is needed is for 
munitions manufactures to produce 1 6-pellet No. I 
Buck "Tacticalrt loads featuring extra hard copper 
plated shot, shot cups, shot buffers, compressible 
piston-equipped wads, and all of the other state of the 
art refinements needed to maintain pellet shape integrity 
and deliver the tightest patterns possible from typical 
police shotguns at all practical ranges . Such loads 
would have nominal muzzle velocities in the 1050- 1 075 
f/s (320-328 m/s) range, instead of the usual 1 200- 1 350 
f/s (366-4 1 1  m/s) range. 

· 

In cases where extra light recoil would be 
desirable, special 12-pellet loads (with total pellet mass 
virtually equal to the popular load of 9 pellets of 00 
buckshot), or perhaps even 1 4-pellet loads at the same 
low muzzle speeds could also be produced. For 
operators demanding the best possible terminal 
performance available from a 12 gauge 23/4 inch (70 
mrn) buckshot load and able to handle the extra recoil 
refined versions of the 20-pellet Magnum loads would 
be most satisfactory. 

What is required to initiate the production of 
the type of shotshell loads suggested herein is for 
influential law enforcement technical personnel and 
other persons recognized as firearms experts to apprise 
and convince police agency administrators that the 
non-traditional (for U. S .  police use) buckshot size No. I 
has the potential for superior performance. Calls from 
potential high volume purchasers stimulate the 
development and manufacture of new products much 
more than their theoretical merit. 
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TECHNICAL COMMENT ON 

BUCKSHOT LOADS 
Duncan MacPherson- Technical Consultant 

The preceding article by Gus Coley quantifies the 
significant improvement possible in law enforcement 
buckshot loads. These conclusions by Coley are 
technically sound and not any artifact of modeling 
flaws or erroneous calculation. This article provides 
more detailed technical support for the results in 
Coley 's article in an attempt to encourage adaptation 
of this ammunition improvement. Several IWBA 
members are directly O.'i.'tociated with major ammuni
tion manufacturers and many others are in law en
forcement; all of these .'ihould have a strong interest 
in seeing this potential ammunition improvement be
come a reality. 

Introduction 
The results described in Gus Cotey's article 

Numher 1 Buckshot, the Number 1 Choice show that a 
significant improvement in law enforcement buckshot 
loads is possible. This article provides more detailed 
technical support for this conclusion in the hope that 
this will encourage manufacturers and users to make 
this improved ammunition available. The following 
discussion is roughly broken down into the various 
technical issues, although these areas are somewhat in
terrelated. 

Maintaining Spherical Shot Shape 
Maintaining spherical shot shape has only sec

ondary significance for rounds fired at ranges of less 
than 5 yards (for reasons discussed below), but the im
portant ammunition design issue is to maintain effec
tiveness at the longer ranges required in some tactical 
use. At ranges beyond I 0 yards maintaining spherical 
shot shape is critically important to buckshot load effi
ciency. The most important reason to avoid shot de
formation is to avoid the random lateral shot dispersions 
resulting from aerodynan1ic forces on aspherical shapes, 
and to achieve the resulting tight patterns. This effect is 
well known for all shotgun loads. 

It might be thought that velocity retention in 
atmospheric flight is an important design issue for 
Vol 2, No. 4 

buckshot loads (it is not, but thi� will be discussed later) 
and that this could provide an advantage to slightly as
pherical shot. Any advantage to asphericity may seem 
peculi.ar, but the asphericity of a golf ball (the dimples) 
ts destgned to trip the boundary layer to turbulence and 
s� decrease the drag in flight. This mechanism of trip
pmg the boundary layer to turbulence bv effectivelY 
lowering the critical Reynolds Number is �ot useful f�r 
either buckshot or bird shot (for different reasons).  
Practical use of buckshot requires that the velocity re
main in the r�gime (above about 700 ftlsec) where the 
drag coefficient is dictated almost completely by the 
transonic drag rise and has little sensitivity to Reynolds 
Number. Bird shot velocities can drop out of this re
gime at longer ranges, but the small diameter of this 
shot drives the Reynolds Number too low to be tripped 
to turbulence. Thus, asphericity always increases the 
drag coefficient in practical use of all shot sizes and is 
undesirable. 

Shot asphericity is not intrinsically a disadvan
tage in tissue penetration; the force on the tissue and the 
resulting tissue disruption depend on the shape of the 
penetrating projectile. This added disruption is desir
able as long as adequate penetration is maintained. The 
development of a valid penetration model has led to the 
realization that measured buckshot penetration is usu
ally substantially less than would be achieved bv 
spheres, and that buckshot distortion is an impo�t 
dynamic concern. In effect, the larger size of 00 buck
shot is desirable to maintain adequate penetration with 
distorted shot. This is the wrong solution to the prob
lem; sphericity must be obtained to ensure desirable and 
repeatable performance, and the penetration of lead al
loy spheres smaller than 00 buckshot is adequate. 

The desirability of sphericity is not a new idea; 
the new concept is the better understanding of penetra
tion dynamics that shows that the problem has not been 
solved. Cotey notes that unfired shot shape sometimes 
left something to be desired, and also emphasized the 
need for "extra hard copper plated shot, shot cups, shot 
buffers, compressible piston-equipped wads, and all of 
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the other state-of-the-art refinements" .  The relatively 
high density of the buckshot lead alloy (relative to lino
type or even bird shot) measured by Cotey indicates that 
much more could easily be done to obtain a harder shot 
alloy . The lower sectional density of shot from a harder 
alloy might seem significant, but this is shown below to 
be unimportant. 

Muzzle Velocity and Downrange Velocity 
The popular conception of more effective shot

gun loads has always involved stepping up the velocity, 
but this is dynamically unsound and always has been. 
There is little hope of easily converting the uninformed 
amateur, but the dynamic advantages of lower muzzle 
velocities are becoming known to more sophisticated 
users . An example of this is the Federal's H 1 32-00 
Tactical Buckshot load, a step in the right direction. 

The choice of muzzle velocity for shot is 
strongly driven by the realities of the transonic drag 
rise; the drag of spheres dramatically increases near the 
velocity of sound ( 1 1 1 6 f/s in 59°F air) . Unpublished 
data from sphere drag testing at the 1 994 Yuma shoot 
(an annual session at YUMA proving grounds to track 
small arms ammunition trajectories) shows that the drag 

coefficient drops much more rapidly from 0.  98 Mach to 

0.92 Mach than archival aerodynamic data shows. This 

somewhat surprising result is explained by the extreme 

difficulty of data collection in this regime by the tech
niques available to researchers in the past. This new 

result somewhat increases the advantage of subsonic 

shot velocities, but does not dramatically change results 

based on earlier drag modeling. The drag of spheres at 

low supersonic velocities is about twice that at 0. 9 
Mach (90% of the speed of sound or about I 000 ft/sec 

in air) . This extreme drag rise makes supersonic shot 

velocities very inefficient. but ignorance of dynamics 

combined with the ill conceived lust for high muzzle 

energy makes attempts to go supersonic pervasive. 

Velocity loss of spherical shot depends on shot 
velocity and diameter and on the density of the shot al
loy. In addition, aerodynamic drag on the shot is re

duced when the shot are clustered early in the trajectory 
(complicating attempts to analytically model the trajec
tory); this is related to "drafting" in various racing 
sports. Tables of downrange shot velocities are avail
able (although the accuracy of some of these is ques
tionable at best), but it is not necessary to go into all of 
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this to compare 00 and # 1  buckshot (the issue here). 
For all reasonable combinations of muzzle velocity and 
shot alloy density the difference in velocity loss between 
00 and # 1 buckshot after traveling 20 yards is 10  to 20 
ftlsec. This advantage of 00 buckshot is obviously too 
small to be important (this is proven below), so the 
tradeoff's are also simplified. This is also the justifica
tion for stating above that the density of the shot lead 
alloy is not important. 

The velocity loss for either 00 or # 1 buckshot 
between muzzle and 20 yards downrange is about 200 
ft/sec when muzzle velocity is 1 300 ft/sec and about 
1 00 ft/sec when muzzle velocity is 1 000 ftlsec 
(assuming no shot deformation) . A significant part of 
the high recoil penalty paid for supersonic muzzle ve
locity is futile when downrange velocities are consid
ered. The concept of reducing shotgun muzzle velocity 
to reduce recoil with little performance loss is not new; 
it has been advocated for hunting loads of bird shot and 
appears to be the marketing basis for Federal's H 1 32-00 
Tactical Buckshot load. Almost every shotgun load 
now on the market (buckshot and bird shot) could be 
made more effective at the same recoil by increasing the 
shot load and reducing the muzzle velocitv. 

Perhaps the most serious penalty associated 
with high muzzle velocities is the exacerbation of shot 
deformation in firing as a result of the high accelera
tions required. The acceleration level is simplistically 
proportional to the square of muzzle velocity, and ap
proximately the same when all complexities are consid
ered. This means the forces on the shot are about 70% 
higher at 1 300 ft/sec muzzle velocity relative to I 000 
ft/sec; the potential for greater shot deformation is ob
vious . 

The bottom line is that the dynamic advantages 
of subsonic shotgun muzzle velocities are so large that 
supersonic muzzle velocities are useful only in very un
usual conditions . These conditions could exist if termi
nal ballistics (penetration) was unsatisfactory, but this 
is not common, and certainly not the case for well de
signed buckshot loads . 

Penetration 
The key to assessing penetration tradeoff's for 

00 and # I  buckshot loads is to recognize that most of 
the differences are small. Figure 1 0-8 in Bullet Pene
tration (Figure I in Cotey's article) shows the difference 
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in penetration between undeformed 00 and # I  buckshot 
is about 2 inches over the range of practical velocities . 
This same curve shows that a velocity change of 1 00 
ft/sec changes the penetration by about 1 inch for either 
of these buckshot sizes (this is why the 1 0  to 20 ft/sec 
velocity advantage in drag of 00 buckshot is not impor
tant) . Note that Federal advertising states only a Y2 inch 
loss in penetration with the 150 ft/sec muzzle velocity 
reduction of the H 1 32-00 Tactical Buckshot load, but 
this minimal penetration loss may be due in part to im
proved sphericity in the reduced · load. These same 
tradeoff's will be of similar magnitude for any consistent 
level of shot deformation (although the deformation will 
reduce all of the penetration depths) . The only factor 
that makes a big difference in penetration depth is as
phericity which either exists in the manufactured shot or 
is produced in firing. 

Figure 1 0-8 in Bullet Penetration shows that 
the penetration depth of a # I  buckshot diameter sphere 
( .3 inch) of relatively low density lead alloy at 860 
ft/sec is 14 inches in standard gelatin. This provides a 2 
inch margin on the 1 2  inch minimum penetration for 
effects of asphericity and lower velocity; this should be 
adequate for well designed loads. Note that a # 1 buck
shot load with a muzzle velocity of only 1000 ftlsec has 
a velocity of 860 ft/sec about 30 yards downrange. It 
seems clear that penetration should be adequate with 
either 00 or # I  buckshot in loads designed to maintain 
shot sphericity, even wht:n the muzzle velocity is com
fortably subsonic. 

Tactical Considerations 
The tactical advantages of a reliable shot pat

tern are obvious, and the shot sphericity required to 
achieve this is consistent with dynamic requirements. 
# I  buckshot has 1 /3 more shot than the same weight load 
of 00 buckshot, and this increased number of projectiles 
is very advantageous at longer ranges when not all pro
jectiles will hit the target (the most stressing scenario). 
The advantage of subsonic muzzle velocities in reducing 
recoil is important for rapidity of controlled fire even 
for those not recoil sensitive. The Federal H 1 32-00 
Tactical Buckshot load is a step in the right direction, 
but velocity could be reduced more with better spheric
ity control. 
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The advantages in mass of crushed tissue ex
plained in detail by Cotey exist at all ranges, and repre
sent a 1 0% increase in effectiveness with # I  buckshot 
with the same shot weight in the load. This is a very 
large improvement to be obtained so simply; note that 
major advertising campaigns are being waged between 
competing handgun ammunition designs that differ in 
effectiveness by much less than I 0%. This I 0% effec
tiveness assumes muzzle velocity and the load shot 
weight are held fixed; but this comparison ignores other 
improvements . 

A common law enforcement load is 9 buckshot 
at 1 325 ft/sec muzzle velocity; this will be used as a 
"reference load" for comparison with minimum defor
mation # I  buckshot loads at 1 000 ft/sec muzzle veloc
ity . A load of 1 2  # I  buckshot has the same load weight, 
1 0% more tissue crush during 1 2  inch penetration, and 
only 57% of the recoil energy of the "reference load" 
(this is approximately the same recoil as the lightest 20 
gauge target load now on the market) . A load of 1 6  # 1  
buckshot has about 1 %  less recoil energy and about 
4 7% more tissue crush during 1 2  inch penetration than 
the "reference load" . This "reference load" is not the 
best choice on the . market, but is common and re
spected; the path to improved loads suggested by Cotey 
offers really startling improvements . 

Summary 
Avoiding deformation in buckshot loads has 

been considered desirable, but the full importance of 
this has not been understood heretofore. Significant 
improvement in buckshot sphericity seems practical at 
modest cost with harder lead alloy, existing shot pro
tection technology, and lower muzzle velocity. It is 
possible to use # I  buckshot with subsonic muzzle ve
locities ( 1 000 to 1 05 0  ft/sec) to achieve both a signifi
cant increase in effectiveness and a substantial reduc
tion in recoil relative to conventional law enforcement 
buckshot loads . It would seem that a well designed and 
tested load would demonstrate these potential improve
ments, and would find a law enforcement market that is 
large in proportion to what would appear to be modest 
development costs . 
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MORE INFORMATION ON THE 

MATCHKING BULLET 
Ernie J. Tobin, Firearms Training Coordinator. Georgia Public Safety Training Center 

Abstract 
Factory Matchldn� bullets with their points opened 

to 0.055 inches by the technique described in Volume two, 
number three �f the Wound Ballistics Review shot to the 
same point �f impact and with the same accuracy as 
unmodified bullets. The Federal . 308 Tactical round, 
however, advertised to shoot to the same point ��impact as 
the Matchking, does not The Tactical round's accuracy also 

.fails to come close to that ofthe Matchking. 

Modified Matchking Accuracy 
In response to the article MA TCHKING BULLET 

Past, Present, and Future of the IWBA WOUND 
BALLISTICS REVIEW, Volume 2, 1995, the Firearms 
Training Unit of the Georgia Public Safety Training Center 
conducted an accuracy test of the Federal 168 BTHP in 
comparison to the same round with the hollow points 
modified as suggested in the afore-mentioned article. Todd 
Brannan (currently assigned as the instructor for our 
counter sniper programs conducted here at our training 
center) was responsible for both modifying and testing the 
rounds. 

The modified rounds were drilled out with a .055 
drill bit by the use of a lathe. The holes appeared to remain 
concentric with the factory hollow points and care was 
taken as to maintain factory depth. 

A five shot group was fired from a bench rest with 
the weapon supported by sand bags on both the front and 
rear. A Remington model ?OOP/.308 was used to fire two 
five-shot groups at a distance of 100 meters, back to back, 
under like weather conditions. The first group was fired 
with ammunition straight out of the box; this factory ammo 
was measured at . 457 inches (see Figure 1). The second 
group was fired with the modified ammunition; this group 
was measured at . 608 inches (see Figure 2). All of the 
targets reproduced in the figures are at true size; altough the 
target bullseyes are not identical in all cases. 

Although the factory ammunition was proved to be 
somewhat more accurate. it is impossible to guarantee the 
uniformity of the modified rounds given the lack of proper 
measuring instruments. It is also impossible to rule out 
human error as we lack tme machine rest and are unable to 
completely remove the human element. The modified 
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Figure 1 .  Federal Gold Medal WIN MATCH 
1 68 BTHP LOT # 3246523671 

Figure 2. Federal Gold Medal WIN MATCH 
168 BTHP (MOD) LOT # 3246523671 

rounds performed well within acceptable accuracy limits for 
average police ranges. We believe that the negligible 
difference in accuracy to be a well worthwhile trade-off for 
the increased expandability of the round. 

A problem exists in that many police agencies, by 
policy, preclude hand loading and/or modifying factory 
issued ammunition. Match factory rounds constructed with 
the .055 hollow point would allow the usage of a better 
suited round for the police community. 
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Figure 4 
1 65 gr. Federal Tac. 
Lot # 21 5235Y1 65 

Tactical Round Testing 
Three individual. five-round groups were fired 

with both the Federal 165 grain tactical round and the 
Winchester 1 50 grain Fail Safe ammunition at 100 yards 
through a Remington Model 700 police rifle. 

The Winchester Fail Safe round yielded 5 shot 
groups averaging over 3 M.O.A. (see Figure 3) which is 
well outside of my personal standard for a police 
countersniper round. 

The Federal 165 grain tactical round exhibited 
better accuracy, (see Figure 4) although I was somewhat 
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Figure 5 
Federal 308M 
Control Group #1 

disappointed with the fact that, in each test, this round 
printed well outside of the test group .fired with standard 
Federal Match ammunition (see Figure 5). This is 
especially surprising to me in light of the advertising from 
Federal which states "This round is designed to eliminate 
the need to adjust your telescopic sight. It's ballistically 
matched to the GM 308M and allows the marksman to 
exchange rounds withollt sight adjustments. "  

Clearly, the attempt to develop a round designed to 
reliably penetrate glass while retaining accuracy is a 
necessary and worthwhile goal, but I would encourage any 
police countersniper team to do their own accuracy testing 
with this round before counting on it to duplicate the point 
of impact of the 168 grain Federal MatchKing round in a 
critical incident. 

Editorial Note 
The results of this testing make me wonder about 

another daim in the Federal advertising brochure which 
states that the 165 grain tactical round "Penetrates plate and 
safety glass and some laminates, and maintains flight 
trajectory after defeating intermediate barTiers." U. 
Robertson's artide Rifle Ammunition Performance 7hrol.lfiJ 
Barriers (pages 25-34) indicates that this claim may be 
justified within limits, although some deflection from glass 
penetration seems almost inevitable. I hope one of our law 
enforcement sniper members will determine the deflection 
from penetrating plate or safety glass at various angles more 
precisely with a target placed five yards or so behind the 
glass (similar1y to the handgun bullet deflection investigations 
reported in the article IIIAndshield Glass Penetration by 
MacPherson and Fincel on pages 35-39), and report these 
test results in an article for publication in a Mure issue of the 
Wound Ballistics Review. 

Martin L. Fackler 
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RIFLE AMMUNITION PERFORMANCE 

THROUGH BARRIERS 
Lt. Stephen C. Robertson, Indiana�olis Police Department. Firearms Training Unit 

Abstract 
Tests show that terminal ballistic perform

ance after penetrating glass is very different for 
d�fferent bullet designs. Law enforcement agencies 
should carefully evaluate ammunition chosen for use 
in SWA T  type scenarios. 

Background 
In the IWBA Wound Ballistics Review Volume 

2, Number 2, Dr. Fackler wrote of the performance of 
Sierra Match King bullets and their suitability for a law 
enforcement sniper role. The Indianapolis Police 
Department SWAT team had been aware of the 
expected performance of these bullets and had an 
additional concern about their performance through 
typical glass barriers which the law enforcement sniper 
may be required to penetrate to engage a suspect. There 
is quite a bit of information shared among the special 
operations community in reference to the expected 
deflection through glass of various types and calibers of 
anununition based on distances of the target from the 
glass and the angle of the shot. Very little information 
has been available of what was actually getting through 
the glass and what the terminal ballistics might be. We 
knew from earlier testing that we could consistently hit 
a point of aim on a target five to ten feet from the glass 
but we did not know if what was hitting the target 
would produce immediate incapacitation of a human or 
was just enough to put a hole in cardboard. If you think 
of glass as congealed sand you can imagine what might 
happen to a copper clad piece of lead forced through it 
at a high velocity. The only practical way find out was 
to set up shots through glass into ballistic gelatin and 
this is what we set out to do. 

Test Approacll 
With the assistance of the Evan Thompson of 

the Indianapolis-Marion County Forensics Lab (Whew! 
- hereafter referred to simply as the Crime Lab) gelatin 
blocks were prepared for the testing. Kind and Knox 
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Type 250 A ordnance gelatin was mixed using Dr. 
Fackler's protocol and poured into stainless steel pans 
measuring 1 911 X I I  11 X 511 • These were stored in the 
crime lab's large refrigeration unit for two days. On the 
days of shooting the blocks were removed from the 
refrigeration and transported to the Indianapolis Police �epartment's Eagle Creek R,ange where they were kept 
m a cooled van until used. The blocks were removed 
from the van, placed five feet from the glass and then 
calibrated with a . 1 77 caliber BB with the projectile 
velocity recorded. 

Three types of glass were used for all the 
testing. The first represented typical �esidential 
msulated glass and consisted of two pieces of I /8" plate 
glass with a l /2" cavity between them. The second 
represented typical commercial insulated glass and 
consisted of two l /4" pieces of laminated safety glass 
with a 5/8" cavity between them. The third type of 
glass was I "  aircraft glass from a Boeing 727 which 
would be encountered in a aircraft hijacking incident. 

The ammunition tested are those types and 
calibers commonly used in law enforcement as well as 
some commercial loads not normally associated with the 
sniper's role. The 5 . 56mm ammunition tested was 
Federal 69 grain match using the Sierra Match King 
bullet, Federal 55  grain Tactical using the Trophy 
Bonded bullet, Bofors Carl Gustav 52 grain Arn1or 
Piercing bullet, and the NATO SS l 09 62 grain 
penetrator bullet. The 7 .62mm ammunition tested was 
Federal 1 68 grain and 1 80 grain match both with Sierra 
Match King bullets, Federal 165 grain Tactical using 
the Trophy Bonded bullet, Bofors Carl Gustav 1 30 
grain Armor Piercing bullet, and a handload using a 
1 80 grain Barnes X bullet over 6 1 .0 grains of RL22 
powder for comparison. Finally the . 300 Winchester 
Magnums tested were Federal 1 90 grain match with the 
Sierra Match King bullet, Federal 1 80 grain soft point 
bullet, Federal 200 grain boat tail soft point, and 
Federal 200 grain Trophy Bonded bullet. 
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The test shots were chronographed ten feet 
from the muzzle of the rifle which was fifteen feet from 
the face of the glass. The first shots were made into 
bare gelatin for comparison with the glass shots from 
the same lot. After a discussion of early results with 
Duncan MacPherson, author of Bullet Penetration 
Modeling the Dynamics and the Incapacitation 
Resulting from Wound Trauma, we also began to 
chronograpl;l the projectile after it passed through the 
glass but before striking the gelatin block . This second 
velocity is not available for all the shot data. 

Data Recording 
After the shot was made the velocity was 

recorded as \veil as the p�!netration of the projectile into 
the block. Remarks noting the behavior of the projectile 
and the glass were recorded before the bullet was 
removed from the block Once the bullet, or pieces of 
bullet. were removed from the block they were 
measured for average diameter, length, and weight in 
grains and that infonnation recorded as well. 

The BB calibration data allows the measured 
penetration data to be corrected to the penetration depth 
that would have occurred with standard gelatin for 
standard bullet configurations (sec A Simpl!fied 
Penetration J)epth Correction j(Jr Data Taken in Non

.\'tandard (;e/atin in Volume 2, #2 of the Wound 

Ballistic:.,· Review). This procedure is more complicated 
and less accurate for the non-standard bullet shapes, but 
estimation errors arc not important for this testing 
because the corrections are small compared to the 
measured penetrations . Estimated penetrations 
corrected to standard gelatin (BB calibration of X .5  em 
penetration at 590 fps) provided by Duncan 
MacPherson arc included in the data table; these 
estimates show the relati' ely small size of the correction 
(which is typical .of rifle bullet penetrations). No 
estimates arc provided for bullets that fragmented 
because modeling uncertainties arc large. 

Test Results 
The test shot results are described m 

considerable detail in tlu.: data tables and so are not 
discussed individually in this text. The following 
comments summarize the main practical observations: 
I ) Our testing confinned the deflection infomtation we 

had and indicates that a bullet will strike near the 
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point of aim up to ten feet from the glass if the shot is 
made at less than twenty degrees. Beyond ten feet and 
at angles from the glass greater than twenty degrees 
the deflection increases rapidly and drantatically and 
will result in missed shots. This dellection 
information was not the primary objective of this study 
and \vas not recorded in any organized w ay or 
reported in detail here. This omission may be 
important to some users (and will be avoided in future 
testing), but we are satisfied by knowing that 
deflections are small for conditions of our intended 
usc. 

2) The terminal ballistics of the projectiles after passing 
through glass varied significantly for ditTcrcnt loads. 
We found that in nearly eve�· instance the Sierra 
Match King bullets totally fragmented and lost over 
half their weight. We expected this as we have 
consistently seen this same perfonnance in bare 
gelatin. This is not the fault of the manufacturer as the 
bullets were designed to fly true for shooting matches. 
hence the name MatchKing, and not for incapacitating 
humans. The accuracy is certainly there as we find 
this anununition shoots sub minute of angle groups in 
all our sniper rifles. For the shoo�er �·ing to win a 
1000 yard match this is the overriding concern. For 
the law enforcement sniper who is deployed most 
often under I 00 yards perhaps some accuracy can be 
sacrificed for better temtinal ballistics. The most 
impressive test results cante from Federal's Tactical 
rille anununition using the Trophy Bonded bullets. 
Accuracy is in the minute to minute and one half of 
angle range but the tenninal ballistics arc outstanding 
especially through glass. The Federal JONTL and the 
Bofors Carl Gustav AP \Vere the only 7.62mm bullets 
to get through the aircraft glass but the Federal 
completely fragmented and the Bofors had excessive 
penetration. The Federal .300 Winchester Magnums 
with the 200 grain Trophy Bonded bullet was 
impressive through the aircraft glass and had good 
tcnninal perfonnance in the gelatin. 

3) From a practical application viewpoint, nil the .JO 
caliber rifle ammunition demonstrated penetration that 
was close to or exceeded 20" which would be 
considered excessive for a torso shot. · Since law 
enforcement snipers will nearly always take the head 
shot, overpenetration by any .30 caliber bullet should 
be expected and the sniper aware of what is beyond 
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the intended target. Terminal ballistics after passing 
through glass are suspect even with the best 
performing Trophy Bonded bullets; there should be a 
minimum of two deployed snipers per target, firing 
simultaneously, for shots through glass �o insure 
incapacitation of the target. 

4) The measured velocity loss through the plate and 
safety glass was larger than seems reasonable, but 
there is no known error in chronographing or other 
testing problem to account for this. In a practical 
sense this isn't important, because the velocity after 
penetration was still more than adequate in all cases. 

5) Our current ammunition contract is with Federal, so 
most of our testing has been with Federal 
Ammunition. We did just complete some additional 
testing to include the Winchester Fail Safe bullets and 
the Speer Nitrex Grand Slam bullet. Winchester is 
marketing tile Fail Safe line as a police bullet to 
compete with the Federal Tactical line. Speer does not 
market the Grand Slam as a police bullet but is 
considering that and asked us to test for them. The 
Winchester Fail Safe was in .308 with 150 grain and 
1 80 grain bullets. The penetration in bare gelatin was 
excessive for a police round with well over thirty 
inches. The 150 grain bullets were prone to 
fragmentation but the 1 80 grain bullets seem to hold 
together well. In glass penetration we tested only the 
1 80 grain due to our limited amount of glass at the 
time. The four petals of the mushroomed bullets 
always sheared off with the resulting cylinder shaped 
projectile boring through the gelatin over iliirty-eight 
inches. Accuracy was unacceptable for law 
enforcement use with the 150 grain bullet averaging 
2 .25 minutes of angle and the 1 80 grain bullets 
averaging 3 .75 minutes of angle. The Speer Nitrex 
Grand Slam was provided in .308, 30.06, and .300 
Winchester Magnums calibers. The bullets all frag
ment with the core nearly disintegrating resulting in 
the final projectile being the jacket with a little bit of 
lead core adhered to it. Penetration was about on par 
with the Federal TL rounds but weight retention was 
not nearly as good. Accuracy with the .308 1 65 grain 
bullets averaged 1 .  75 minutes of angle. Speer did say 
they are working on a specific rifle load for law 
enforcement and will make it available to us for 
testing when it is ready. 
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Body Armor Tests 
During this testing the subject of the increasing 

use of body annor by suspects we encounter came up 
and the infonnation on perfonnance of anununition 
through body annor was much like glass .  We knew it 
would penetrate, but the actual tenninal ballistics were 
uncertain. Our SWAT team employs Colt 5 .56mm M4 
carbines and H&K 9mm MP5 submachine guns as 
entry weapons. Ammunition for these weapons was 
fired through a Point Blank Genesis Level II vest made 
of Spectra. and the Spectra trauma plate. The 5 .56mm 
Federal 69 grain Sierra Match King and the NATO 
SS I 09 62 grain penetrator gave similar performance 
with shallow penetratiort into the gelatin and 
fragmentation of the bullet. Once again the Trophy 
Bonded bullet in the Federal 223TL gave a nearly ideal 
13"  of penetration with a classic mushroom shape of the 
recovered projectile. With its 15"  to 16" penetration in 
bare gelatin this is a good general purpose load for law 
enforcement. The Bofors AP perfonned adequately 
through the body annor but bordered on excessive 
penetration in bare gelatin, and expense and import 
restrictions also make Bofors AP prohibitive for many 
law enforcement agencies. In 9mm, only the Bofors 
105 grain AP got through the body annor with 22" of 
penetration into gelatin. The Bofors penetration of 27" 
to 29" in bare gelatin in both Glock pistols and H&K 
MP5's relegate this round to special circumstances only 
and again there is the expense and import restrictions to 
deal with. 

Concluding Comments 
This testing answered some questions about the 

perfonnance of common law enforcement anununition 
for the Indianapolis Police Department SWAT team, 
and allowed us to raise perfonnance questions with 
anununition manufacturers . We had a recent discussion 
with Federal Ammunition encouraging them to keep 
expanding their tactical rifle anununition concept with 
bonded bullets and improve their accuracy specifica
tions to more nearly approximate their match grade 
bullets . However, as is always the case, success in 
actual field operations rests with the individual operator 
knowing as much as possible about the perfonnance of 
his rifle and ammunition and using proper judgment in 
their deployment. 
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TYPICAL RECOVERED BULLETS 

I Pf. 

TESTED AMMUNITION 
( left to right) 

SARI ()H., 1 1  • 

J'\\ ) I S I'JH('k I rL • "Gl S 

Federal .300 Win. Mag. 200 grain Trophy Bonded 

Federal .300 Win. Mag. 200 grain BTSP 

Federal .300 Win. Mag. 1 80  grain SP 

Federal .300 Win. Mag. 1 90  grain HPBT Matd1King 

Federal .308 165 grain Tactical 

Federal . 308 1 80  grain HPBT MatchKing 

Federal .308 1 68  grain HPBT MatchKing 

Federal .223 55 grain Tactical 

Winchester .223 625 grain Penetrator 
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TESTING 

Testing 2 1 /4 inch sheets of safety glass Testing 727 aircraft glass 

Testing 2 1 /8 inch sheets of plate glass Performance of Federal . 308 Tactical in gelatin 
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FEDERAL .223M 69 gr. Sierra I Colt 927 1 4.5" 
Match Kina bullet. lot 2958073467 barrel 

FEDERAL .223M 69 gr Sierra Match I Colt M 1" 6A2 20" 
lot 2901553468 barrel 

NATO SS109 62 gr penetrator 

NATO SS109 62 gr penetrator 

FEDERAL .223TL 55 gr T rop[hy 
bonded bullet, lot 2946509053 

Colt 927 1 4.5" 
barrel 

Colt 927 1 4.5" 
barrel 

Colt 927 1 4.5" 
barrel 

BOFORS CARL GUSTAV AP 52 gr I Colt 927 1 4.5" 
heavy metal penetrator, lot barrel 

.223 AMMUNITION INTO BARE GELATIN 

2595" � ll1W2Ie 

2825" � ll1W2Ie 

2781"� mUZ21e 

281 0''� ll1W2Ie 

2904"� ll1W2Ie 

3312"� ll1W2Ie 

4.5 "@ 6 1 9  f/s 1 8.0" 

3.5 "@ 596 f/s 1 1 1 .0" 

4.5" @ 61 9 f/s 1 1 1 .0 

4.5" @619 f/s 1 8.0" 

.389" .098" 

.388" .310" 

5.0" @6 1 2  f/s 1 15.5" 1 1 3.9" 1 .505" 1 .290" 

5.0" @612 f/s 1 2 1 .5" 1 1 9.3" 1 .226" 1 .660" 

30.4 grs 

.388 grs 

5.5"X3" MTC centered 1 bullet totally fragmented 

3" from block face 

6"X4" MTC bullet totaly fragmented 

46.9 grs I 6"X5" MTC centered I bullet totally fragmented 

6"from block face 

50.6 grs I 5"X3" MTC centered I bulet totally fragmented 

4.5" from block face 

54.2 grs I 2.5"X3.5" MTC I bullet totafty fragmented 

centered 2" from block 
face 

48.4 grs [ 4"X3" MTC centered I jacket and cup peeled away 
2" from block face from penetrator 

.223 AMMUNITION THROUGH LEVEL ll SPECTRA BODY ARMOR AND SOFT TRAMA PLATE 

FEDERAL .223M 69 gr. Sierra I Colt 927 1 4.5" 
Match Kina bullet. lot 331 720H31 8  barrel 

NATO SS109 62 gr penetrator 

FEDERAL .223TL 55 gr Trop[hy 
lot 2946509053 

Colt 927 1 4.5" 
barrel 

Colt 927 1 4.5" 
barrel 

Colt 927 1 4.5" 
barrel 

2674"� ll1W2Ie 

2880''� ll1W2Ie 

2944"� ll1W2Ie 

3316''� ll1W2Ie 

3.7" @ 618  f/s 1 9.0" 8.8" .485" I .200" 

3.7" @ 618  f/s 1 8.5" 8.3" .295" 1 .50 1 "  

4.5" @ 615 f/s 1 1 3.0" 1 1 1 .3" 1 .305" 1 .299" 

4.5" @ 615 f/s 1 1 8.0" 1 15.9" 1 . 1 55" I .549" 

47.2 grs I 6"X3" MTC centered 
3. 75" from block face 

28.2 grs [ 6"X3" MTC centered I penetrator seperated from 

4.5" from block face jacket and cup 

48.7 grs [ 1 .5"X3" MTC centered I classic mushroomshapeto 

3" from block face bulet 

49.9 grs I 2.5"X2.5" MTC 
centered 6.5" from 
block face 

penetrator seperated from 
jacket and cup 

.223 AMMUNmON THROUGH TWO 1/811 PIECES OF PLATE GLASS 1/211 APART GELATIN AVE FEET FROM GLASS 

FEDERAL .223M 69 gr. Sierra I Colt 927 1 4.5" 
Match Kina bullet. lot 2958073467 barrel 

25952"� ll1W2Ie 4.5" @ 61 9  f/s 1 8.0" .389" I .098" 30.4 grs I 5.5"X3" MTC centered I bulettotafty fragmented 

3" from block face 

� I .223 AMMUNITION !HROUGH �0 1/411 PIE�ES OF SA
,
FETY �LAS� 5/811 �PART

,
GELA�IN AVE FEET �ROM GLASS I 

- FEDERAL .223TL 55 gr T rop[hy 

� bonded bullet, lot 2946509053 
Colt 927 1 4.5" 
barrel 

z I BOFORS CARL GUSTAV AP 52 gr I Colt 927 1 4.5" 
= heavy metal penetrator, lot barrel 
• CGOG/94.{)02 

2852"� rrme 4.5" @ 615  f/s 1 3.0" 

3300''� rrme 4.5" @ 615 f/s 1 15.0" 

.550" .257" 

.384" 1 . 1 65" 

36.7grs 3"X3" MTC centered 
1 0" from block face 

bulet broke into two pieces 
at copper base 

1 3.9grs I 3"X3" MTC centered I �t fragmented into four 

1 0" from block face pteees, penetrator 
separated from jacket /cup 

� L------------------L--------�----�----�--------�--�----�----�----�----�----------�----------� 

� 
-

N ,.. 
'f. FEDERAL .308M 1 68 gr Sierra I Remington 700 
• Match Ki bullet, lot 32561 53468 

� FEDERAL .308MB 1 80 gr Sierra l Remington 700 
Match Kina bullet. lot 3250741473 

FEDERAL .308TL 1 65 gr Trophy 
Bonded bullet. lot 321 720H061 

Remington 700 

HANDLOAD 30.06 1 89 gr Barnes-X 1 Remington 700 
solid copper bullet, 6 1 .0 gr RL 22 

lot 1 

.308 AMMUNITION INTO BARE GELATIN 

2621" � mUZ21e 3.7" @ 603 f/s 1 1 6.7" 

2626'' � mUZ2Ie 3.5" @ 594 f/s 1 1 7.5" 

2628" � mUZ21e 3.5" @ 594 f/s 1 29.0" 1 28.8" 1 .657" 1 .584" 

2718'' � ll1W2Ie 4.5" @ 607 f/s 1 3 1 .5" 1 30.2" 1 .725" 1 .71 1 "  

41 .7  grs I 10"X4" MTC 

76.5 grs I 9"X3" MTC 

bullet totaly fragmented 

bulet totaly fragmented 

1 64.7 grs I 6"X3" MTC centered I classic nushroom shape to 

from block face bullet 

1 8 1 .5 grs I 4"XB" MTC centered 
6" from block face 

.308 AMMUNITION THROUGH TWO PIECES OF 1/811 PLATE GLASS 1/211 APART GELATIN AVE FEET FROM GLASS 

FEDERAL .308M 1 68 gr Sierra 
Match Kina bullet. lot 32A5579 

Remington 700 

FEDERAL .308MB 1 80 gr Sierra I Remington 700 
Match King bullet. lot 32561 5H202 

FEDERAL .308TL 1 65 gr Trophy 
Bonded bullet. lot 321 720H061 

RemirY,Iton 700 

2621" � 1T111l21e 

2640'' � ll1W2Ie 

2651 " � rrme  

3.5" @ 588 f/s 1 1 8.5" 

3.5" @ 588 f/s 1 25.75" .559" 

.400" 

. 1 62" 

.728" 

3.5" @ 588 f/s 1 24.5" 1 24.2" I .633" I .65 1 "  

1 1 2.3 grs I 5"X5" MTC centered I bullettotaly fragmented 

3" from block face 

1 35.7 grs I 8"X4" MTC centered I bullet into two large pieces 

4" from block face 

1 60.4 grs I 4.5"X7" MTC centered 
3" from block face 

.308 AMMUNITION THROUGH TWO 1/411 PIECES OF SAFETY GLASS 5/811 APART GELATIN AVE FEET FROM GLASS 

FEDERAL .308MB 1 80 gr Sierra I Remington 700 
Match King bullet, lot 3258071 475 

FEDERAL .308TL 1 65 gr Trophy 
Bonded bullet, lot 32 1 720H061 

Remington 700 

BOFORS CARL GUSTAV AP 1 30 gr I Remington 700 
heavy metal penetrator, lot BCG 
04f.l5.{)02 

HANDLOAD 30.06 1 89 gr Barnes-X I Remington 700 
solid copper bullet, 6 1 .0 gr RL 22 

lot 1 

HANDLOAD 30.06 1 89 gr Bames-X I Remington 700 
solid copper bullet, 6 1 .0 gr RL 22 
powder, lot 1 

2583" f/s mlll2le 1 3.5" @ 631 f/s 1 1 2.8" 
2455" � afterJIIS· 

3.7" @ 609 f/s 1 23.5" 1 22.9" 1 .401"  1 .505" 

3094" f/s muzzle 1 4.5" @ 623 f/s 1 32.0" 1 29. 7" 1 .220" 1 .79 1 "  

2747" f/s muzzle 1 4.5" @ 6 1 5  f/s 1 29.9" 1 27.4" 1 .52 1 "  1 .875" 

2693" f/s muzzle 
2059" � after JIIS· 

sing tfToonh n� 

4.0" @ 63 1 f/s I Exited 
block at 
1 9.0" 

81 .5 grs I 3.5"X3.5" MTC 
centered 2.5" from 
block face 

127.0 grs I 3"X6" MTC centered 
3. 75 from block face 

bulet totaly fragmented 

1 1 6.8 grs I 4"X4" MTC centered I penetrator separtated from 

1 0" from block face jacket and cup 

1 7 1 .8 grs I 3"X3" MTC centered 
from block face 
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.308 AMMUNITION THROUGH 1 11 727 AIRCRAFT GLASS GELATIN TWO FEET FROM GLASS 

FEDERAL .308Tl 1 65 gr Trophy Remington 700 2741" � Rlll2le 3.5" @ 596 f/s 1 9.0" . Total fragmentation of 

Bonded bullet, lot 320026H01 6  bulet 

BOFORS CARL GUSTAV AP 1 30 gr RerniiY,ItOn 700 3120" � Rlll2le 4.5" @ 615 f/s 32.0" 29.5" .220" .79 1 "  1 38.3 grs 3"X2" MTC centered Penetrator seper;ted from 

heavy metal penetrator, lot BCG 1 2" from block face jacket and cup, glass 

04�5.002 throughout the wound 
cavity 

.308 AMMUNITION INTO BARE GELATIN 

WINCHESTER 150 gr Fail safe, lot Remir¥Jton 700 2833'' � Rlll2le 4.5" @ 596 f/s 35.5" . .310" .680" 1 25.3 grs 1 1 "X4" MTC centered accuracy 225" @100 yards 

48LK1 3  5 "  from block face 

WINCHESTER 150 gr Fail safe, lot Remington 700 2798" � Rlll2le 4.5" @ 596 f/s 38+ . .31 7" .206" 30.6 grs 10"X4" MTC centered bulet t!Kited gelatm, four 

48LK1 3  5 "  from block face fragments 18C0vered il 
wound track. d;ta reports 
ave. siza of fragment 

WINCHESTER 1 80 gr Fail safe, lot Remington 700 'E:IJ1" � Rlll2le 4.25" @ 604 f/s 33.0" 3 1 "  .5 1 6" .880" 1 8 1 .2 grs 10"X5" MTC centered accuracy 3.75" @ 100(olrds 

09KH82 5" from block face 

SPEER Nitrex 1 65 gr Grand Slam, Remington 700 2m· � Rlll2le 4.2" @ 6 1 3  f/s 23.0" . .640" .501" 1 4 1 . 1  grs 9"X4" MTC centered accuracy 1.75" @ 100(olrds 

lot 82821 5" from block face 

SPEER Nitrex 1 65 gr Grand Slam, RemiiY,ItOn 700 2633" � Rlll2le 4.75" @ 606 f/s 18+ . 10"X6" MTC centered bulet t!Kited block at 18" 

lot 82821 5.5" from block face not 18C0vered 

SPEER Nitrex 1 65 gr Grand Slam, Remir'Jton 700 2722" � Rlll2le 4.75" @ 606 f/s 1 9.5" . .667" .394" 95.8 grs 10"X4" MTC centered core separated from jacket 
lot B2821 5" from block face and fragmented 

SPEER Nitrex 30.06 1 80 gr Grand Remington 700 2HJ" � Rlll2le 4.25" @ 601 f/s 23.0" . .588" .494" 1 35.3 grs 1 0"X6" MTC centered 
Slam, lot C2821 6" from block face 

.308 AMMUNITION THROUGH lWO PIECES OF 1/811 GLASS 1/211 APART GELATIN AVE FEET FROM GLASS 

WINCHESTER 1 80 gr Fail safe, lot RemiiY,ItOn 700 
48Kl13 

WINCHESTER 1 80 gr Fail safe, lot Remir¥Jton 700 
48Kl13 

SPEER NITREX 1 65 gr Grand Slam, Remiogton 700 
lot B2881 

FEDERAL .300 WlN MAG Match Remir¥Jton 700 
1 90 gr Sierra Match King bullet, lot 
0400003527 

FEDERAL .300 WIN MAG 1 80 gr Remir¥Jton 700 
soft point, lot 041 555H094 

FEDERAL .300 WIN MAG 200 gr Remir'Jton 700 
boat tail soft point, lot 04565H070 

FEDERAL .300 WIN MAG 200 gr Remir¥Jton 700 
Trophy Bonded bullet, lot 
35 1 905Y081 

SPEER Nitrex 1 80 grain Grand Slam, I RemiiY,ItOn 700 
lot A1581 

2479'' � Rlll2le 4.25" @ 607 f/s 38+ .308" 1 . 10" 3"X19" MTC centered four petals sheared off and 
8.5" from block face dfincR:al projectie IKilld 

gelatm at 38" and wu 
found on ground 15' cilwn 
111ngfl 

2522" � Rlll2le 4.25" @ 607 f/s 27+ 4''X17"MTC centnd 12" bulet t!Kited gelatm aat 27" 
from block face not i8CO� 

.322" .683" 10'')(15" MTC cente..d 5" 
most of bulet was at 10'', 

2784" � Rlll2le 4.5" @ 610 f/s 1 9.0" single fragment penetrated 
from block face to 19", d;ta reports 

awrage sizlt fr.�gment 

.300 WIN MAG AMMUNITION INTO BARE GELATIN 

DlS � murk  3.5" @ 587 f/s 

29n � R11121e 3.7" @ 6 18 f/s 20.5" 20.2" .639" 

2856 � Rlll2le 3.7" @ 61 8  f/s 28.0" .480" 

2852 � Rlll2le 3.5" @ 596 f/s 29.0" 28.8 .691" 

I �16 � Rlll2le 1 4.25" @ 610 f/s 1 23.5" I ·  1 .619" 

.392" 

.356" 

.618" 

1 .430" 

1 1 2.5 grs I 5"X1 1 "  MTC. I bulet totaly fragmented 

125 . 1  grs 

50.2 grs 

1 98.6 grs 

10"X4" MTC centered 
5" from block face. 

1 7"X4" MTC centered I jacket seperated from core, 
1 0" from block face. bulet core totally 

13"X5" MTC centered I classic mushroomshape 
4.5" from block face 

1 1 13.5 grs 1 1 4"X7" MTC centered 
7.5 from block face 

.300 WIN MAG AMNIJNITION THROUGH lWO PIECES 1/411 SAFETY GLASS 5/811 APART GBATIN FIVE FEET FROM GLASS 

FEDERAL .300 WIN MAG Match I Remington 700 
1 90 gr Sierra Match King bullet, lot 
0400003527 

FEDERAL .300 WIN MAG 200 gr I RemiiY,ItOn 700 
Trophy Bonded bullet, lot 
351 905Y081 

, �� R11121e , 3.7" @ 609 f/s , 6.25" 

1 2789 � roorlle 2607 , 3.5" @ 6 1 1  f/s 
• passing through g8ss 1 27.5" 

I .  I I 
1 27.5" , .502" , .661 "  

I 1 6"X5.5" MTC centered I bulettotat{ flagmented 

from block face with no pieces 18C0verable 

1 124.0 grs 1 10"X4" MTC centered 
1" from block face 

.300 WIN MAG AMMUNITION THROUGH 1 11 727 AIRCRAFT GLASS GELATIN lWO FEET FROM GLASS 

FEDERAL .300 WIN MAG Match I Remington 700 
1 90 gr Sierra Match King bullet, lot 
0400003527 

FEDERAL .300 WIN MAG 200 gr I Remir¥Jton 700 
Trophy Bonded bullet, lot 
35 1905Y081 

� � R11121e 

2864 � Rlll2le 

3.5" @ 596 f/s 1 2.25" 

3.5" @ 596 f/s 1 1 8.5" .698" I .063" 

total fr;gmentation of 
bullet, irnited penetratioon 
of bullet and glass 
fragments in block, block 
face covered with glass 

36.5 grs I 3"X4" MTC centered I bulet broke into two large 
3.5" from block face pieces after glass but 

before entering block, two 
wound tr;ck$ 1/4" above 
and below point of aim, 
glass shards covered block 
facewith -1 
penetr;ting up to 1"  f.N f,N �------------�------�--------L------L--�--�--�L_--�--�--------�--------_J 
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WOUND BALLISTICS REVIEW 

JOURNAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL WOUND BALLISTICS ASSOCIATION 
\\ i nd s h il'ld C l a ss Penetra t ion 

WINDSHIELD GLASS PENETRATION 
Duncan MacPherson, Technical Consultant 
Lt. Ed Fincel, California Highway Patrol 
Abstract 

Typical JHP bullet velocity loss and deflection 
from penetrating automobile windshield glass has been 
measured Simple analysis of these test results provides 
useful insight into the dynamics of bullet penetration of 
windshield glass. 

Introduction 
The penetration of vehicle window glass with 

handgun ammunition is a common law enforce�ent sce
nario, especially for highway patrol agencies. Windshield 
automobile glass is heavier than the glass in the doors and 
rear window, and so presents a more stressing test of am
munition. When the FBI made a reevaluation of handgun 
ammunition after the disastrous 1986 Miami shootout, they 
introduced windshield glass as two elements in their revised 
handgun ammunition test protocol. Other individuals and 
organizations soon recognized the validity of this approach, 
and testing of handgun anununition against windshield 
glass is now quite common. All of this testing that is 
known to the authors has not been phenomenological or 
systematic by engineering standards, and so has left unan
swered questions that are not only interesting, but funda
mentally important to users and ammunition designers. It 
is possible that some of the major annnunition manufactur
ers have done more fundamental testing but have consid
ered this data a "trade secret" and not published it. At any 
rate, in October 1994 the authors implemented testing to 
answer some of the fundamental questions related to hand
gun bullet penetration of windshield glass. 

Test Implementation 
Several windshields having relatively minor dam

age were obtained from auto repair shops. Laminated 
windshield glass on recent model automobiles is standard
ized by government regulation. The thickness of this stan
dard glass is 5mm, but the thickness on some trucks and on 
earlier automobiles is nearly 6mm. The bulk of the testing 
was done using the standard 5mm glass. There is no tech
nical reason to believe that the standard 5mm glass from 
different sources would give significantly different re-

Vol 2, No. 4 

sponses to bullet impact, and the tests indicate that any 
differences are small. 

The test setup included a fixture that held the 
windshield glass at desired angles, a chronograph (to 
measure the bullet velocity after glass penetration), a paper 
target with_ a small bullseye (to provide a precise aiming 
point), and gelatin blocks (to catch the bullet). The paper 
target was 4.04 meters (about l 3 Y4  feet) behind the wind
shield glass; this distance is ''obviously much larger than 
ranges of practical interest (a vehicle interior), but was 
used to accentuate any bullet deflection from glass impact 
and thereby reduce deflection measurement errors. 

Test ammunition was the Remington .40 S&W 
1 80gr JHP (the California Highway Patrol issue load at the 
time) and the Winchester Ranger .45 ACP 230gr JHP (the 
law enforcement version of the discontinued Black Talon). 
These loads had been previously chronographed at 6 feet 
and had shown relatively small velocity dispersions; the 
average velocities were 980 and 855 ftlsec, respectively. 

The desired test measurements were the bullet 
velocity loss and bullet deflection during glass penetration. 
Bullet deflection was expected to complicate velocity loss 
measurement and present some threat to replaceable parts 
of the chronograph. Test data was taken first with bullet 
impact perpendicular to the glass to minimize the test 
problems anticipated from bullet deflection; the subsequent 
testing explored off perpendicular impact and different 
glass. The test data is described herein in the order that 
seems most logical ex post facto; this is not necessarily the 
order in which the data was taken. 

Test Data at 90° Incidence Angle 
All the .40 S&W load data at 90° incidence angle 

is given in Table 1 .  The bullet velocity prior to impact is 
assumed to be 980 ftlsec (the average for this load in the 
CHP issue pistol used); this assumption means that the 
estimated velocity loss oV on any shot may be in error due 
to muzzle velocity variation from the average value, but the 
average velocity loss should have small error. The deflec
tions are measured 4.04 meters (about l 3 Y4  feet) down
range from the windshield glass. 
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Table 1 
Remington .40 S&W 1 80gr JHP data 

at goo incidence angle 
glass Vexit 8V deflection - em 

ft/see ft/see horiz vert 

5mm #1 802 1 78 
5mm #1 81 5 1 65 
5mm #1 7g6 1 84 
5mm #1 788 1 g2 
5mm #1 786 1 g4 

ave 7g7 1 83 

5mm #2 76g 21 1 
5mm #2 76g 21 1 
5mm #2 777 203 
5mm #2 7g7 1 83 

ave 778 202 

6mm 725 255 
6mm 703 277 
6mm 724 256 

ave 7 1 7  263 

+2 -5 
_g -6 

+0 -4 
+0 -5 
-2 -4 
2 -5 

The difference in the velocity loss between the 

two 5rnm windshields is not necessarily statistically 

significant. The increased velocity loss with the 6rnm 

windshield is very plausible for the difference in thick-

ness. 
No regular deflection was expected due to glass 

penetration at 90° incidence angle, and this data con
firms this. It appears that there is a small random de
flection caused by the glass penetration (note: Scm is 
approximately 2 inches). Ed Fincel fired all of the 
rounds in the entire test sequence using a hand rest, and 
under these conditions the firing dispersions are negli
gible compared to· the impact dispersions seen in the 
tests . Deflections were not measured for the second 
5mm sheet or the 6rnm sheet because by the time this 
data was taken shots through glass at angles had made 
it clear that this data was of little interest. 

All the .45 ACP load data at 90° incidence an

gle is given in Table 2. The bullet l'elocity prior to im
pact is assumed to be 855 ftlsec (the average for this 
load in the standard M 1 9 1  l A  pistol used) . All other 

conditions were the same as for the .40 S&W tests. 
Fewer total shots were taken with this round, 
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Table 2 
Winchester Ranger .45 ACP 230gr JHP 

data at goo incidence angle 

glass Vexit 8V 
fUsee ft/see 

5mm #1 708 1 47 
5mm #1 704 1 51 

ave 706 1 4g 

5mm #2 652 203 
5mm #2 6g4 1 61 
5mm #2 678 1 77 

ave 675 1 80 

deflection - em 
horiz vert 

+0 +0 
+0 +0 
+0 +0 

but the velocity loss is still quite consistent. The second 
5mm windshield again causes slightly more velocity 
loss, suggesting that this variation might be real and not 
a statistical artifact. 

Photographs of typical bullet deformation from 
90° incidence angle on windshield glass for these loads 
are shown in Figure l l -5 on page 292 of the book Bul
let Penetration - Modeling the Dynamics and the Inca
pacitation Resulting from Wound Trauma. This de
formation is almost all due to contact with the glass; as 
explained in Chapter 7 of Bullet Penetration, a bullet 
with the shape and velocity existing at glass exit has 
very little deformation in gelatin. The Winchester 
Ranger .45 ACP 230gr JHP diameter increase as a re
sult of the glass impact is smaller than the diameter in
crease for the Remington .40 S&W 1 80gr JHP. This 
relatively smaller diameter is a factor in the slightly 
smaller velocity loss of the Winchester Ranger .45 
ACP. 

The dynamics of the velocity loss is discussed 
in more detail in a subsequent subsection. 

Test Data at Incidence Angles Below 90° 
The windshield glass was tilted so the incidence 

angle was entirely in the vertical direction (i .e., the hori
zontal incidence angle was 90°). All the .40 S&W load 
data at 60° incidence angle is given in Table 3 ;  all other 
conditions were the same as for the 90° incidence angle 
tests. 
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Table 3 
Remington .40 S&W 1 80gr JHP data 

at 60° incidence angle 

glass Vexit 8V deflection - em 
ft/see ft/see horiz vert 

5mm #1 -10  -2 
5mm #1 -6 +0 
5mm #1 _g +0 
5mm #1 757 21 3 -1 1 -4 
5mm #1 7g2 1 88 -1 1 -3 

ave 780 200 _g -2 

It is obvious that there is no deflection from 
penetration of the glass at an angle; the vertical de
flections are smaller than the horizontal deflections . 
The absence of any deflection from penetration of the 
glass at an angle was not expected, but a subsequent 
subsection of this paper explains this result using the 
penetration dynamics determined in these tests . The 
random dispersion in deflection is about the same size 
as for the 90° incidence tests . 

No attempt was made to measure the velocity 
loss for the first three shots because the expected de
flection had to be determined to avoid damage to the 
chronograph. After the first three shots it was clear that 
the nominal deflection was zero, so velocity was meas
ured on the last two shots . Since there was no determi
nistic deflection, it was no surprise that the velocity loss 
was similar to the 90° incidence tests . 

All the .45 ACP load data at 60° incidence an
gle is given in Table 4; all other conditions were the 
same as for the 90° incidence angle tests. 

Table 4 
Winchester Ranger .45 ACP 230gr JHP 

data at 60° incidence angle 

glass Vexit 8V 

5mm #1 
5mm #1 

ave 

fUsee fUsee 

Vol 2, No. 4 

deflection - em 
horiz vert 

-7 
- 1 6  
-1 1 

+0 
+0 
+0 

The deflection was again only small and ran
dom; by happenstance, there was no measured deflec
tion in the vertical axis (that had the 60° incidence an
gle). Velocity loss was not measured. 

The lack of deterministic bullet deflection at 
60° incidence angle did not necessarily preclude deter
ministic deflection at smaller angles; in fact, theoretical 
considerations seem to ensure deflection when the inci
dence angle is very small . It was decided to test for 
deflection at the smallest incidence angle that the fixture 
could reliably support the windshield; this turned out to 
be 34 o .  The fixture had not been designed to hold the 
glass at very low angles because it was believed 
(correctly) that very low angles do not represent practi
cal shooting scenarios. It can reasonably be argued that 
even the 34° incidence angle is below conditions that are 
practical in field shooting scenarios (not only geometri
cally but visually) . 

All the .40 S&W load data at 34 o incidence 
angle is given in Table 5 ;  all other conditions were the 
same as for the 90° incidence angle tests. 

Table 5 
Remington .40 S&W 1 80gr JHP data 

at 34 o incidence angle 

glass Vexit 
ft/sec 

5mm #1 
5mm #1 
5mm #1 
5mm #1 

ave 

8V deflection - em 
ft/see horiz vert 

_g -5 
-24 -2 
-1 5 _g 
+g +4 

- 1 0  3 

Even at the 34° incidence angle there was no 
indication of deflection in the vertical axis. The hori
zontal axis, which still had a 90° incidence angle, 
seemed to have larger random deflection variations, but 
it is hard to see how this could be other than happen
stance. It is ,very easy to delude yourself into seeing a 
pattern in random numbers when no pattern or cause is 
really there; problems associated with not understanding 
statistics are discussed in some detail in Chapter 3 of 
Bullet Penetration (in the context of misinterpreting 
data from combat shootings). 
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The Elementary Dynamics of Bullet 
Penetration of Windshield Glass 

This subsection includes analysis in enough detail 
to permit easy checking by interested readers, but the detail 
calculations can be skipped to get directly to the con
clusions in the associated text description. 

Velocity loss through the standard 5rnm wind
shield glass was about 1 50-200 ftlsec for the limited testing 
of JHP loads at angles of incidence between 90° and 60°. 
Velocity loss for incidence angles below 60° was not 
measured, but the similarity of deflection results at 34 o 

suggest that the velocity insensitivity extends to at least 
346. Very limited testing indicates that velocity losses 
through the 6rnm glass are about 30% higher. 

It is informative to simplistically analyze the dy
namics of bullet interaction with windshield glass by con
sidering the bullet momentum change and the interaction 
with the glass that can be derived from this. The .40 S&W 
load will be used in this analysis. The change in the bullet 
momentum is easily expressed; it is moV, where m is the 
mass of the bullet and oV is the change in velocity. For the 
.40 S&W bullet m = 1 80/7000/32. 1 74 � 0.00080 slug and 
the average velocity change is oV � 1 90 ftlsec, so moV � 
0.00080( 190) � 0 . 1 5  lb-sec. (This is the correct unit, and 
you don't have to worry about how it works out to be.) 
This 0. 1 5  lb-sec is the momentum lost by the bullet as it 
penetrates the windshield glass. 

Part of the momentum lost by the bullet is trans
ferred to the mass of the glass that is driven out of the bul
let path. It is not easy to calculate this exactly because 
there is a wide range of velocities for the various glass 
fragments, but we can easily make bounding approxima
tions. A lower bound is obtained by assuming that a cylin
der of glass of the initial bullet diameter and the glass 
thickness is accelerated to the bullet velocity after glass 
penetration. An upper bound is obtained by assuming that 
a cylinder of glass of the deformed bullet diameter and the 
glass thickness is accelerated to the bullet velocity after 
glass penetration. In actuality, glass from a larger diameter 
is removed (the hole in the glass is larger than the bullet), 
but part of this glass is at a much lower velocity (the glass 
fragments that are left near the impact point). The true 
momentum transfer is probably closer to the upper bound 
model than to the lower bound model. 

The volume of the assumed upper and lower 
bound glass cylinders are about 0.40 and 0.80 cubic centi
meters. At the typical specific gravity of glass (2.6) the 
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lower bound glass mass is 2.6(0.40) � 1 .04 grams � 1 6  
grains � 0.00007 1 slugs; the upper bound mass is twice 
this, or 0.000142 slugs. The change in velocity is the bul
let exit velocity (the glass is initially not moving), or about 
790 ftlsec. Then the upper and lower bounds for the 
change in glass momentum are about 0.055 and 0. 1 1  lb
sec, respectively. These bounds represent about 35% and 
70% of the bullet momentum loss, so it appears that ap
proximately half to two thirds of the bullet momentum 
change (or velocity loss) is absorbed in momentum loss 
change in the glass. This momentum exchange is entirely 
due to inertial forces, and so has nothing to do with the 
"strength" or "toughness'' of the glass. The inertial forces 
do depend on the glass density, but this is about the same 
for all manufacturers. 

Another interesting parameter that can be deduced 
from this penetration data is the average force the glass 
exerts on the bullet during the penetration. The total 
change in the bullet momentum calculated above for the 
.40 S&W bullet tested is 0. 1 5  lb-sec; this momentum 
change is equal to Fot, where ot is the time interval for the 
penetration and F is the average force on the bullet during 
that interval. 

The time interval of the penet;rat:ion can be esti
mated simply with reasonable accuracy. The first step is to 
determine the average velocity of the bullet during the 
penetration, which will be calculated as the average of the 
velocities before and after glass penetration. These veloci
ties are 980 and 790 ftlsec, respectively, which gives an 
average of 885 ftlsec. The effective distance the bullet 
travels during the penetration is more complicated than 
might be simplistically assumed; this complexity comes 
from the fuct. that the nose of the bullet is being deformed 
during the penetration. The correct way to determine the 
effective distance the bullet travels during the penetration is 
to consider how far the base of the bullet travels during the 
penetration; this distance includes not only the 5rnm glass 
thickness, but also. the distance the nose of the bullet is 
"pushed back" toward the base. The photographs in Bullet 
Penetration ( pages 1 95,200, and 292) show that this nose 
regression distance is about 2.5mm, so the total effective 
distance the bullet travels during the penetration is about 
7.5rnm � 0.30 inch � 0.025 foot. The time elapsed in 
traveling 0.025 foot at 885 ftlsec is 0.025/885 .� 0.000028 
second. The average force can then be calculated as F = 
0. 1 5/0.000028 � 5400 lbs. 
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The force on the bullet varies considerably during 
the glass penetration, but the average force can still be used 
to give an indication of the dynamics during the penetra
tion. The frontal area of the bullet contacting the glass is a 
minimum when it first touches the glass; this small annular 
area is less than 1/30 of a square inch, so the average force 
corresponds to a pressure of over 160,000 psi (5400 lbs 
divided by 1/30 inch squared). This pressure will cause 
yielding in almost all metals, including most steel alloys. 
The maximum frontal area of the expanded bullet is about 
2/3 of a square inch (at the end of glass penetration), so the 
average force would correspond to a minimum pressure of 
about 8000 psi for this area (5400 lbs divided by 2/3 inch 
squared). This minimum bound on the average pressure is 
far above the yield point of lead (which is below 3000 psi -
see page 127 of Bullet Penetration), so the bullet lead de
forms at a force level well below the average force during 
penetration. The first deduction from this observation is 
that typical JHP bullets deform throughout the glass pene
tration. The second deduction from this observation is that 
a round or pointed nose bullet will undergo at least some 
deformation during glass penetration even if constructed of 
high quality steel (and such a bullet would be very inferior 
in wounding effectiveness). The overall conclusion is that 
any ordinary bullet will always be significantly deformed 
during the penetration of windshield glass; it is not possible 
to eliminate this deformation, so bullet design must be di
rected towards making the ultimate deformed shape as de
sirable as possible. Bullet design to accommodate a wide 
range of incidence angles in windshield ·glass penetration is 
a very difficult design problem. 

Bullet Deflection Dynamics 
The approximately 5400 pound average force on 

the bullet calculated in the previous subsection provides an 
explanation for the absence of an observed deterministic 
bullet deflection from the windshield glass penetration. 
This force is very much higher than the force the glass will 
support in a small area, and the glass fractures with very 
small deflection, so the momentum impulse delivered to the 
bullet by the glass is very small before initial glasS fracture 
occurs. Once the glass fractures, the shear force it can 
support is reduced to a negligible value. The principal 
shear force support after glass fracture is the organic lami
nate (probably polyvinyl butyral) between the glass plates; 
penetrating this laminate causes most of the bullet momen
tum loss that is not due to inertial forces. The penetration 
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of this laminate at a 90° incidence angle by the bullet and 
the glass fragments from the first plate will inevitably be 
somewhat asymmetric, and so introduces lateral forces on 
the penetrating bullet that are unpredictable in magnitude 
and orientation. This laminate penetration asymmetry ef
fect seems to be roughly the proper magnitude to account 
for the observed random bullet deflection during windshield 
glass penetration, and is probably the cause of it. It super
ficially appears that this effect should be different at differ
ing incidence angles (and so would introduce a determinis
tic deflection), but any incidence angle effect is negated 
when the total penetration is considered. A JHP bullet that 
impacts windshield glass at an angle undergoes deforma
tion that tends to produce a CQ,ntact surface that is parallel 
to the initial glass (and laminate) surface, so the laminate is 
contacted by a surface that is approximately flat and paral
lel to it for all incidence angles from 90° down to at least 
34°. Note that the deviations from flat and parallel that are 
indicated by the "approximately" can go either way and are 
a major contributor to the small random deflections. 

Some JHP bullet designs might show a deter
ministic deflection, but the insights into windshield glass 
penetration phenomenology that have been gained from this 
testing make this appear improbable. It would be prudent 
to verify the observed windshield glass deflection character
istics for any load that is expected to be used in this sce
nario, and the authors would be pleased to learn of any 
such testing. 

Conclusions Relative to JHP Bullet Deflec
tion by Windshield Glass 

Limited testing of typical JHP handgun bullets 
shows that windshield glass penetration seldom causes a 
bullet deflection angle greater than 2° for incidence angles 
between 90° and 34 o .  This deflection angle is not consis
tent in magnitude or orientation relative to incidence ge,.. 
ometry; it seems to be essentially random. The expected 
deflection is small (less than 2 inches for a target located 
anywhere in a typical automobile), and no compensation is 
possible because the deflection angle is unpredictable. 

The bullet deflection by windshield glass impact 
should be ignored in tactical situations involving an officer 
firing into an automobile. This includes not having mental 
reservations or concerns about this deflection; don't worry 
about it, it is not important. 
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CLINICIANS' INADEQUATE 

DESCRIPTIONS OF GUNSHOT 

WOUNDS OBSTRUCT JUSTICE 
Martin L. Fackler, MDwound Ballistics Consultant 

LeRoy Riddick, MD State Medical Examiner, The Alabama Department of Forensic Sciences, Department of 
Pathology, The University of South A labama College of Medicine 

ABSTRACT 

PURPOSE - To evaluate tire accuracy wit/a wide/a 
clinicians record tire location, size, and slaape of 
gunslrot wounds, and to point out tire relevance of 
gunshot wound descriptions. 

FINDINGS - In a review of hospital records, 
wlriclr included 258 gunshot wound apertures, 
wound location was described, within ± 3 em, in 
37.6%, wound size was recorded in 4.3%, and 
wound slaape in 2. 7%. In only one out of tire 19 
perforating bullet wounds (in wlricla clinicians in
dicated bullet direction) was it possible to tell if tlaey 
had made the direction determination themselves 
or had just recorded what tlaey l1ad been told about 
tire shooting incident 

CONCLUSIONS - Calling to clinicians '  aware
ness tire substantial deficiency in playsical exami
nation findings, and pointing out the difficulties 
tlais lack of information causes in tire justice sys
tem, should result in improved recording of gun
s/rot wound location, size, and shape. 

INTRODUCTION 
In calculating the cost to society of violence 

from firearms, the long term expenses and miscar
riages of justice caused by legal actions arising from 
shooting incidents are never considered. When a 
drug dealer receives ten million dollars from a lawsuit 
brought against the police for "excessive use of force" 
-- because his hospital record lacked the descriptions 
of the bullet entrance and exit wounds that could 
prove that a bullet passed through his body from front 
to back rather than vice-versa, or a murderer 1s al-
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lowed to go free because the location of an exit 
wound was not recorded, society suffers. 

Ironically, the chances that justice will prevail 
in adjudicating gunshot wound cases in which the 
victim survived are likely to be greatly reduced com
pared to cases in which the victim was killed. This is 
because the physicians who treat gunshot wound vic
tims seldom record the locations of bullet wounds 
accurately, and almost never record any information 
about the sizes or shapes of these wounds. In sharp 
contrast, nearly all autopsy reports prepared by fo
rensic pathologists include precise descriptions of 
bullet hole locations, their measured

. 
dimensions, and 

clear descriptions of their shapes. Without accurate 
descriptions of bullet wounds it is impossible for even 
the most proficient wound ballistics expert to deter
mine the direction and angle of fire. Without these 
hard physical facts it is impossible to verify or refute 
statements about the circumstances surrounding a 
shooting. Justice is then left to depend upon far less · 
reliable evidence, such as testimony of witnesses. 
The shooting victim, who expects to have adequate 
evidence preserved, may also be deprived of the psy
chologic healing which comes when justice is done. 

Hospital records which lack adequate de
scriptions of bullet holes have caused the first author 
frequent difficulties in his practice of forensic wound 
ballistics. The second author noted the extent of these 
deficiencies in clinical records while doing an epide
miological study on gunshot wounds1 . This lack of 
adequate gunshot wound descriptions by clinical 
physicians is well known among forensic pathologists 
and forensic wound ballistics experts. Those familiar 
with this persisting problem and its untoward conse
quences frequently express concern about it, but we 
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have been unable to find any published reports that 
have attempted to measure the extent of this defi
ciency. Our objective in quantifying the aforemen
tioned deficiencies is to call them to the attention of 
the responsible clinicians in the expectation· that this 
will induce them to improve their performance. 

METHODS 
We reviewed two groups of clinical records 

from cases in which the person shot lived at least long 
enough to survive emergency surgery. One group 
came from the first author's forensic wound ballistics 
practice, between 1 984 and 1 994. Those shootings 
occurred in various parts of the USA -- mostly in 
large cities. Since those cases all involved legal ac
tion, we felt they might not represent the general 
population of gunshot wound cases admitted to hospi
tals. Therefore, we also studied a group of patients 
treated for gunshot wounds in Mobile County, Ala
bama, from 1988 to 1 993. 

We tabulated, for each wound, whether or not 
its location, its size, and its shape had been ade
quately recorded: 

• Wound location -- Had this been described with 
adequate precision to allow the reader to locate 
the wound's position on the body within 3 em? 
We chose ± 3 em because it gives a maximum 
possible error of 6 em in bullet hole location: this 
equates to a possible error of up to 1 5  degrees in 
calculating the angle of the bullet path in a 23 em 
thick human torso. 

• Wound size -- Was a numerical description or a 
drawing provided? 

• Wound shape -- Was a description of wound 
configuration provided in words or by a drawing? 

In the cases from the first author's forensic 
practice we also recorded if the clinicians' indicated 
the direction bullets traveled in the body. Photo
graphs taken by law enforcement investigators1 in
formation from crime scene reconstructions, and 
criminalistics laboratory reports allowed us to verify 
the accuracy of the interpretations in most of those 
cases. In the group from Mobile County, however, 
the hospital records alone provided no way to verify 
the correctness of the physicians' interpretations so 
we did not compile them. 
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RESULTS 
Table I shows the results of the physical ex

amination accuracy part of our study. In the 28 cases 
reported in the first group in Table I, there were 29 
perforating gunshot wounds. In eight of these (28%) 
the direction of fire was noted correctly; in three cases 
( 1 0%) it was wrong; in eleven cases (3 8%) it was not 
indicated. In five cases ( 1 7% ), bullet direction was 
reported but the evidence available was insufficient to 
tell if it was correct. In the remaining two cases (7%) 
different clinicians recorded contradicting views of 
the direction of fire. In 1 8  out of the 1 9  cases in 
which clinicians indicated the bullet path's direction. 
they failed to indicate if this information had been 
furnished to them as part of the history. or if they. 
themselves. had ascertained the direction of fire by 
analysis of their physical examination findings. 

TABLE I 

Compilation of physical examination findings in gunshot 
wound cases. Under location, size, and shape are the 
number found to be recorded adequately. 

Forensic wound ballistics practice 
1 984-1 994: 28 cases. 

Wound openings Location Size 
Number 1 1 2 39 9 
Percent 34.8% 8.0% 

Shape 
5 
4.5% 

Mobile County Alabama 1 988-1993: 60 cases. 

Wound openings Location Size 
Number 1 46 58 2 
Percent 39.7% 1 .4% 

Shape 
2 
1 .4% 

Total gunshot wound openings -- above 
groups combined: 88 cases 

Wound openings Location Size Shape 
Number 258 97 1 1  7 
Percent 37.6% 4.3% 2.7% 

DISCUSSION 
At the annual meeting of the American Acad

emy of Forensic Sciences in February 1 993, Collins 
and Lantz, reported that clinical physicians either 
mistook entrance for exit wound or inaccurately de-
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termined the total number of shots in about half of the 
gunshot wound cases they evaluated that later turned 
out to be fatal 2. Shortly thereafter, a report based on 
that study appeared in the Journal of the American 
Medical Association 3 .  

In our study, when clinicians indicated the 
bullet's direction of travel, in only one case out of 
nineteen did they identizy if they were recording what 
they had been told or if they had analyzed the wounds 
themselves to arrive at the bullet direction they had 
indicated. This suggests that some of the cases re
ported as erroneous "interpretations" by clinicians 
might well have been, instead, reports of erroneous 
directions of fire told to the clinician by the shooting 
victim or by a witness .  Any law enforcement investi
gator can affirm that the initial story given in shooting 
cases is often wrong: either intentionally falsified, or 
wrong because of faulty observation or failed mem
ory. When one reads "shot in the back by police" in a 
hospital record we suggest that this is more likely to 
be what the examining clinician was told (possibly by 
a biased witness) than it is to be the clinician's own 
interpretation based on an analysis of entrance and 
exit wound configurations. 

Our data show that adequate physical exami
nations. containing the location. size. and shape of the 
wounds. were recorded for less than three percent of 
the wounds we reviewed. We discussed our findings 
with Dr. Lantz, senior author of the study cited 
above2: he recalled that the inadequacy of the physi
cal examinations in the cases they reviewed paral
lelled our findings4. It appears to us that inadequate 
recording of physical examinations is the fundamental 
cause of the adjudication problems in gunshot wound 
cases, and that dwelling upon inaccurate forensic 
wound ballistics interpretations by clinicians3 misses 
the point. If clinicians record adequate physical ex
aminations. any erroneous forensic interpretations 
they make should prove to be of little or-no conse
quence -- these faulty interpretations can be corrected 
by an expert in forensic wound ballistics. If the loca
tion. size. and shape of the bullet wounds are not ac
curately recorded. however. no amount of expertise 
can ascertain the bullet's angle and direction. 

The importance of the angle a bullet took 
through the body was well illustrated in the case of 
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Brindis v. City of Hayward, tried in Oakland, CA, in 
July 1 992. Several witnesses testified that Brindis 
was standing in an erect position when shot by the 
police. The police claimed that Brindis was pointing 
his handgun at them from a typical crouched shooting 
position at the time they fired. The bullet that passed 
through Brindis hit a wall behind him, proving its 
horizontal trajectory. At autopsy, the locations of the 
bullet holes established a thirty-degree downward 
bullet path in his body. If Brindis had been standing 
upright, the bullet path through his body would have 
been horizontal. In a crouched shooting position, the 
upper torso inclines forward about thirty degrees, and 
a horizontal shot would angle downward at thirty de
grees in the body. The jury had no trouble under
standing this. 

The shape of bullet wounds is often critical to 
being able to distinguish entrance from exit. Bullet 
entry wounds are most often round (or oblong if they 
strike at an angle), and their center shows a loss of the 
tissue that has been crushed and destroyed by the 
penetrating bullet. Unlike entry wounds, handgun 
bullet exit wounds in the human torso are often a slit 
in the skin5, a crescentic tear, or a stellate tear, with 
little or no tissue loss. Most handgun bullets lose 
over half of their velocity in passing through the torso: 
this makes their exit penetration mechanism a tearing 
of the tissue rather than the tissue crush that domi
nates when bullet velocity is higher. Additionally, 
most handgun bullets that do not expand lose their 
stability for point-forward travel during their path 
through the · torso; and might exit while traveling 
sideways. This causes a slitlike exit (or a "T" or "L" 
shaped one), or a crescent shaped exit if the bullet is 
traveling base forward. 

The size of the bullet hole is useful in differ
entiating between possible bullets causing the hole 
only when the difference is large (.22" vs . .  45" 
[5 .56mrn vs. 1 1 .4mm]). In the case of a short range 
shotgun wound, however, the size of the hole can es
tablish the distance of fire: the hole gets larger with 
increasing distance as the shot pattern begins to 
spread. 

Most clinicians feel strongly that their duties 
do not include forensic interpretations. We agree 
with them, and urge them to avoid making such inter-
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pretations. Forensic pathologists spend at least one 
year in learning forensic t�chniques -- making foren
sic interpretations and presenting them in court is part 
of their job. Most clinicians prefer to avoid testifying 
in court: making forensic interpretations when they 
lack the training and expertise to do so is not only 
likely to increase the chances they will have to appear 
in court but could also lead to their embarrassment on 
cross examination and possibly even harm to their 
professional reputations. We suggest to them that 
simply recording an accurate history and physical ex
amination (and clearly identifying the two) and leav
ing the forensic interpretations to the experts is the 
best way to avoid becoming involved in .forensic 
matters. 

Our study indicates that the report, 
"Clinicians' Forensic Interpretations of Fatal Gunshot 
Wounds Often Miss the Mark"3, missed the mark 
itself This report missed the crux of the forensic 
wound ballistics problem; which is clinicians failing 
to record adequate physical examinations, rather than 
their misinterpreting gunshot wounds. It overlooked 
clinicians' common failure to identify the source of the 
information they record; without this source one can
not distinguish between clinician's errors in interper
tation of their observations and eroneous statements 
made by others and blindly accepted. 

Forensic pathologists Collins and Lantz urged 
clinical physicians to study wound ballistics as a 
means of improving the accuracy of their gunshot 
wound interpretations2. We suggest that even if the 
problem was one of clinicians misinterpreting gunshot 
wounds due to lack of knowledge, the widespread 
misinformation on wound ballistics in the medical 
literature6 would most likely only further confuse and 
mislead them. We suggest that physicians do not 
need any additional training to describe a bullet hole's 
shape, its size, and its location. 

SUMMARY 
We have quantified and exposed a simple 

problem: clinicians responsible for the medical care of 
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gunshot victims do not record adequate physical ex
aminations. This severely handicaps our judicial 
system in adjudicating cases resulting from shootings. 
This problem's solution should lie in its recognition: 
merely reminding clinicians that the problem exists 
should be sufficient to correct it. Clinicians already 
know how to do an adequate physical examination; 
and they should be relieved to find that there is no 
need for them to learn wound ballistics. We expect 
that when clinicians recognize that spending the small 
amount of time it takes to observe and record a bullet 
hole's size, shape, and location is their best way to 
avoid the inconvenience of having to appear in court, 
their performance in this fegard will improve sub
stantially. 

Since recording an adequate physical exami
nation is so undeniably basic to good medical care, 
we suggest that additional emphasis should be con
sidered: the Joint Commission for Accreditation of 
Hospitals might be persuaded to make a point of 
checking the physical examinations in some charts of 
gunshot wound victims during their periodic hospital 
inspections. 
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BOOK REVIEW 
Dr. Martin L. Fackler & Duncan MacPherson 

Wound Ballistics 
Beyer JC. (ed.) Medical Department United 

States Army, Washington, DC, GPO, 1 962. 
(883 pages) 

This book is responsible for much of the misin
formation that contaminates the wound ballistics literature. 
Its potential to mislead is increased because it was written 
under the sponsorship of the Medical Department of the 
United States Army. Several firearm illiterate surgeons 
who went to Vietnam with apparently no previous experi
ence treating gunshot wounds became self proclaimed ex
perts by reading Wound Ballistics . Their writings misin
formed a generation of trauma surgeons. This review is a 
part of the antidote to the poison they have inadvertently 
spread in the trauma surgery community. 

Most of this book consists of descriptions of the 
enemy ordnance used against the USA in WW II, including 
its effects. It contains detailed casualty surveys which 
tabulate and describe the wounds suffered by the US forces 
in various campaigns, such as Bouganville, New Georgia 
(Burma), and Cassino (Italy). Numerous case reports, 
some with photographs, illustrate these chapters. There is 
also a chapter on the flak facing our bombers over Ger
many and one on WW II vintage personnel protective ar
mor of various types. 

The book title Wound Ballistics applies most ac
curately to the 50 page chapter II "Ballistic Characteristics 
of Wounding Agents" by French RW, and Callender GR, 
and the 92 page chapter III "Mechanism of Wounding" by 
Harvey EN, McMillen JH, Butler EG, and Puckett WO. 
These two chapters comprise only about one-sixth of the 
book but are the source of all the misconceptions -- and 
seve;al valuable points - made in the book. The rest of this 
review will deal with these two chapters because of the 
great impact they have had on the wound ballistics litera-
ture. 

Those familiar with the wound ballistics literature 
will recognize that the authors of Chapter II have been 
identified elsewhere for their errors and misconceptio� 1 . 
The misconceptions in this chapter include: 
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• p. 92 -"Missile effectiveness has been observed to be a 
function of velocity, and, in keeping with this, it was but 
natural that through the ages there has been a continual 
increase in missile speeds."  Here the authors overlooked 
the' fact that the greatest increase in small arms bullet ve
locity in history (from about 1300 ftlsec to about 2400 
ftlsec - made possible by the inventions of the j�keted 
bullet and smokeless gunpowder in the last decades of the 
1 9th  century) was accompanied by a marked diminution 
in the tissue disruption caused by these higher velocity 
bullets . We suggest that the increase in velocity through 
the ages has been caused predominantly to gain a flatter 
trajectory and thus increase effective range of fire. Our 
erudite readers will recognize that a bullet's mass, shape, 
and construction have at least as much effect upon the 
tissue disruption it causes as does its velocity: this is the 
most elementary of wound ballistics principles. 

• p. 93 - "For the sake of a comparable yardstick in 
evaluation of ordnance materiel, a missile with 58 fl:-lb 
(foot pounds) of kinetic energy was considered to be ca
pable of producing a casualty." The ordnance engineers 
demanded of physicians a number upon which they could 
base their ordnance design. So the physicians gave them 
one: a meaningless one, devoid of any rational basis, but 
the engineers got their number. Now they could go off 
and develop ordnance without needing to be constrained 
by any bothersome facts concerning anatomy and physi
ology -- subjects well beyond their grasp. 

The obvious fallacy in trying to guess at the num
ber of foot-pounds capable of producing a casualty, in
dependent of projectile type and part of the body pene
trated, is illustrated by the fact that the French guessed 
29, the Swiss 46, and the USSR 175 foot-pounds, which 
differ widely from the USA's guess of 58 foot-pounds . 

The inclusion of the subsection "Physical Aspects 
of the Missile" in its present form is unfortunate. This sub
section was generated by someone without general engi
neering knowledge, much less any expertise in physics, 
dynamics or ballistics. The subsection has obviously been 
assembled by collecting statements from various sources 
and trying to tie them together with observations that are 
usually trivial, sometimes wrong, and occasionally mutu-
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ally contradictory. It is probably not surprising that this 
approach has created text that is full of statements that are 
unclear and/or misleading. It would have been far better to 
have either omitted this subject matter entirely or to have 
conunissioned someone qualified to generate it. Space limi
tations constrain comments to unambiguous errors; these 
are grouped by type. Quotation marks are used to denote 
material copied exactly from the book, with words added 
for clarity in parentheses. 

Technical Errors 
The term Technical Errors is used to refer to basic 

engineering errors of various types; these are primarily 
related to units and terminology. The number of these er
rors fully demonstrate that the cause is technical deficiency, 
not inadequate typographical proofreading. 

• page 1 17 - "the rate of doing work or power (is) a 
function ofthe mass times the cube of the velocity."  It is 
true that power is defined as the rate of doing work (and 
so has units of energy per unit of time), but this is not a 
function of mv3. The term mv3 has the units of energy 
times distance per unit of time, and has no meaningful 
physical interpretation. 

• page 1 18 -"- (kinetic energy) is computed from the 
formula mV/2. In the English system, m is in pounds 
and v in feet per second. The corresponding results are in 
absolute units (poundals) -" The unit of m (which 
stands for mass) in the English system is slugs, although 
the 'bastard' unit of pound-mass is sometimes used. 
Pound is a unit of force. and is never correct in this us
age. The units of kinetic energy are force times distance 
(foot pounds in the English system). Poundal is a 'bas
tard' unit of force (equal to about 32. 174 avoirdupois 
pounds), and so is not a correct unit for kinetic energy. 

• page 120 - "retardation" From general context, the term 
"retardation" is used in this book as a synonym for decel
eration. This usage is incorrect by any conventional 
technical standard, and is imprecise and confusing by any 
standard. 

• pages 120-121 - These pages contain a discussion of 
drag coefficient. This description is a nightmare of con
fusion, unconventional terminology, and unnecessary 
complexity. Drag coefficient has been denoted by Co and 
defined by the equation D = CoApV2/2 by all aerody
namicists since the mid 1940s. 
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• page 121 - "d2/M is simply another expression for the 
term 'sectional density'." Sectional density is M/d2, not 
d2/M. Note that M is used here for mass, whereas m is 
used in other locations; this indicates different sources 
without any unifying analysis. Also note that A (area) is 
used instead of d2 in most engineering work; some ballis
tic conventions are archaic. 

• page 126 - In Table 22 velocity and retardation are both 
shown with the same unit (F.p.s.; usually written fps and 
properly ftlsec). The correct English unit for acceleration 
is ftlsec2 or ftlsec/sec; it is almost impossible for someone 
who really understands the subject to produce such an er
ror or to leave it undetected in the copy. 

• pages 127-132 ''the Yaw subsection" This subsection is 
so full of misleading statements and outright errors that it 
defies useful review; a few of the most blatant errors are 
cited for illustration, but the reader should be cautioned to 
suspect every statement in this section. 

• page 128 "Yaw results from two factors: (1) Spin im
parted by the rifling; -" This is totally incorrect; rifling 
is designed to produce spin for the purpose of limiting the 
yaw that would otherwise occur as a result of angular 
momentum components produced by a variety of force 
asymmetries. This process is commonly (and incorrectly) 
referred to as "stabilizing" the bullet with spin. Almost 
all shooters know that bullet spin is used to minimize yaw 
and is not a cause of yaw (even if they have no detailed 
understanding of the physics). 

• page 128 "To have a yaw, a bullet must have a length 
greater than its diameter."  This assertion is wrong. Even 
a sphere can (and almost always does) have yaw, but this 
yaw does not make a significant change in the aerody
namic forces as it does for typical bullets. 

• page 128 "It is now known that the inaccuracy of the 
[ nonspinning] ball is due to air piling up in front of it and 
that spinning the ball prevents this accumulation of air." 
This explanation is ridiculous as given; it was apparently 
derived by the author from some correct explanation and 
distorted beyond recognition in the process. 

• page 130 "The bullet goes through a complete gyration 
in a distance of 10 to 20 feet, at less than 0.00 1 second of 
time." To travel l O  to 20 feet in less than 0.001 second, 
the bullet must have a velocity of more than 10,000 to 
20,000 ftlsec. This kind of silly error usually has little 
impact per se, but dramatically illustrates how the au
thor's lack of engineering understanding interjects confu-
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sion that is both more subtle and more important 
throughout the text. 

• pages 1 3 1- 13  2 "Retardation for any bullet also varies as 
the square of the angle of yaw in degrees so that a yaw of 
1 3 °  will double the retardation. "  This statement is incor
rect, and includes important conceptual errors. General 
statements such as "any bullet" are always suspect, and 
since some bullets are spheres, this general statement is 
obviously wrong (as noted above, yaw does not change 
the drag of a sphere). 111is points out the first conceptual 
problem, which is that the "proportional to the square of 
the angle of yaw" model applies to only one part of the 
total drag (the induced drag, which is a result of the lift 
force on a yawing body). and not to the total drag. The 
second conceptual problem is that this proportionality 
model depends on small angle approximations 
(essentially that sin(a):::::a. where a has the unit of radi
ans); this means that the approximation becomes invalid 
when the yaw angle grows beyond about 30°. The 
author is cheerfully oblivious to this reality, and so pro
vides calculations showing that a bullet penetrating at 
1 80° yaw (i.e., base forward) has four times the drag of 
the same bullet at 90° yaw. No one with a shred of com
mon sense would accept this result even if they did not 
have the technical training to permit them to identify the 
nlistake. 

Incorrect Statements 
The text has many nlisleading and confusing 

statements which are prinlarily the result of the technical 
naivete of the author. Space restrictions in this review re
quire that these be ignored, so only statements that are 
blatantly incorrect will be commented on. 

• page 1 16 - "Research has demonstrated that a nlissile 
velocity of from 1 25 to possibly 170 f.p.s. is necessary to 
effect penetration of human skin when using steel spheres 
one-sixteenth to one fourth inch in diameter." Testing 
and analysis has shown that for one quarter and one six
teenth inch steel spheres the average velocities to pene
trate skin are about 300 and 450 ftlsec, respectively. 
These results were not available when Wound Ballistics 
was published, but credible earlier testing does not sup
port values as low as 1 70 ftlsec. On the other hand, 
sharp fragments (which receive a lot of discussion in the 
text) will penetrate skin at velocities well under I 00 
ftlsec. 
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• page 1 17 - "Apparently, the only fair measure of wound 
comparison on a physical basis is the expenditure of en
ergy. "  This assumption is commonly made, in part due 
to lack of a satisfactorily simplistic alternative and in part 
due to an unquestioning acceptance of this superficially 
plausible assertion. This assertion is in fact an assump
tion, and is not correct in any general way, although a 
large temporary cavity (as created by some rifle bullets) 
is related to kinetic energy and can be a factor in wound 
trauma incapacitation. 

• page 1 1 8  - "Hunters have entered into many acrimonious 
arguments on what constitutes an effective bullet in the 
taking of game. Here some claim that momentum is the 
factor. However, this opinion is believed to be due to the 
fact that hunters are continuously observing the effects of 
bullets which usually deform seriously or more often 
break up on impact. In the latter case, the greater the 
mass, consequently the greater the momentum, the 
greater the apparent effectiveness of the bullet as it is less 
apt to disintegrate into such small pieces as to be almost 
useless after penetrating the hide of the animal." This 
statement is poorly reasoned and factually incorrect. The 
reasoning is flawed because if bullet kinetic energy de
posit was "the only fair measure of wound comparison on 
a physical basis" (as the author just finished clainling on 
the previous page), bullet break up would be irrelevant. 
The statements about hunting bullets are simply wrong. 
The break up of a bullet is related to its construction and 
use, not to its mass. Bullets designed for hunting (not 
varnlint shooting) are designed not to break up in intend
ed use, and no respected authority recommends bullet 
designs that break up for hunting. Bullet deformation is 
not directly related to any kinetic energy versus momen
tum controversy. 

• page 1 1 9 - "__,;onsidering the 150-200 ft-lbs necessary 
for skin penetration--" The idea that this energy level is 
required for skin penetration is ludicrous; a .22LR bullet 
has about half this energy - does any sane person think it 
will not penetrate skin? 

Inconsistent Statements 
There are several places in the text where state

ments are made that are directly in conflict with statements 
made elsewhere. These errors have been separated from 
the other incorrect statements because they conveniently 
illustrate the basic problem with this chapter; · the author 
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has assembled statements from various sources and com
bined them without understanding. 

• page 1 1 7 - "Superhigh velocities make small nlissiles 
deadly."  The next sentence elaborates and accentuates 
this statement. The next three sentences directly contra
dict this position, producing a paragraph that �es no 
sense. 

• page 120 - "Retardation varies -- as the diameter of the 
nlissile." This is wrong, but the formulas that follow cor
rectly show the correct variation as the square of the di
ameter. 

• page 1 2 1  - "Velocity of the moving projectile affects re
tardation as v." Three paragraphs later: "From this tabu
lation, it is immediately apparent that a nlissile moving in 
air at 7,000 f.p.s. is retardeQ more than six times as 
quickly as the same nlissile moving at the rate of 1 ,000 
f.p.s." This latter statement clearly intends to express 
that the deceleration (retardation) is proportional to the 
velocity, not velocity squared; the "more than six" rather 
than the obvious seven is apparently a result of express
ing the velocity in Mach Number in the table (i.e., 6.36 
and 0. 91) and being too lazy to divide these numbers. 

• page 129 - "The spin has a negligible effect in maintain
ing the bullet in a point-on position in denser mediums, 
such as water or tissues. "  This statement is correct, but 
on page 130 a description of the dynamics of a bullet 
penetrating tissue at a large yaw angle includes: "The 
forces of spin are still operating, however, through the 
overturning couple imd tend to stabilize and maintain the 
bullet in point-on flight. Consequently, in another few 
inches, the bullet is again point on and may leave the 
body through a small exit wound." This dynamic expla
nation is totally incorrect. 

• p · l 3 8  -- "Initial velocity required for a 4/32-inch steel 
sphere weighing 2 grains was found to be 1 70 f.p.s for 
penetration of human skin. Lead spheres having an 
1 1164-inch diameter, weighing approximately 7 grains 
with a velocity of 1 6 1  f.p.s did not effect penetration. 
Even extremely large nlissiles will lose about 1 25 f.p.s. of 
their impact velocity in penetrating the surface of the 
skin."  The last sentence gives a clue to the problem: the 
assumption was made by Grundfest et al. (whose work 
was presented as fact by the authors of this chapter) that 
the amount of velocity lost by a projectile in penetrating 
skin was equal to the threshold velocity needed for that 
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same projectile to penetrate skin2. This idea is simply 
wrong. 

The dynamics of skin penetration have been mod
eled, and this model has been validated by testing of a 
number of bullet configurations. This modeling and 
testing is described in Chapter 9 of Bullet Penetration -
Modeling the Dynamics and Incapacitation Resulting 
from Wound Trauma3. In summary, the bullet velocity 
lost during skin penetration decreases very rapidly as the 
bullet velocity increases above the nlinimum velocity re
quires for penetration. The velocity loss during skin 
penetration is less than 2 ftls for typical handgun bullets 
at 1000 ftls. 

This nlisconception san be tested easily with a 
pump BB airgun, two chronographs, and a single layer 
of 0.35 inch thick bicycle inner tube (to simulate the ef
fects of skin). Informal testing found the V-50 threshold 
velocity for BB perforation to be 383 ftls: the velocity 
loss, however, decreased progressively as velocity was 
increased over the threshold; it was 203 ftls when the 
striking velocity was in the range of 380 to 430 ftls: it 
fell to 146 ftls when the striking velocity was increased 
to the range of 450 to 550 ftls, and it fell further, to 94 
ftls, when striking velocity approached the linlits of the 
airgun, 550 to 650 ftls. All of the skin penetration 
thresholds given in Wound Ballistics are based on the ill
conceived work ofGrundfest et al. and are wrong. 

• p 1 39 - "Bone offered a situation sinlilar to that found in 
skin. Here a n1inimal velocity of approximately 200 
f.p.s. was necessary to effect penetration." Unfortu
nately, here we have another debacle by Grundfest et al.4 
which French and Callender didn't recognize as fallacy 
when compiling this unfortunate chapter. We see this 
200 ftls bone penetration threshold often; repeated by 
various authors who apparently didn't take the time to 
look up Grundfest's original work. If they had, they 
would have found that he took beef femurs and removed 
the bone's hard outer layer (cortex) with a saw, thus ex
posing the marrow. He then shot steel spheres into the 
exposed marrow. His "penetration threshold" was evi
dently to lowest velocity at which the spheres stuck in the 
exposed marrow rather than bouncing off. What Grund
fest deternlined was certainly not a threshold velocity for 
penetrating bone. In the body, bone marrow is covered 
with a hard bone cortex: any rational threshold velocity 
needs to be the speed needed to penetrate this cortex. 
What is more, the hardness and thickness of this bone 
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cortex varies in different bones and in different parts of 
the same bone (as well as in different persons of varying 
ages, etc.). Only a modicum of common sense is needed 
to recognize that the same penetration threshold cannot 
possibly apply to the nearly l/4 inch thick cortex at the 
mid-portion of the human femur as to the near paper-thin 
cortex in the mid-portion of the scapula or in some of the 
facial bones. There is no single penetration "threshold 
velocity" that applies to all bones. 

• p 140 - "The volumes of the various cavities in cubic 
inches are related to the foot pounds of energy expended 
by the following formulas: 

In tissue: 
Permanent cavity -- 2.547 X 1 0-3 ft.-lb. 
Zone of extravasation - 30. 105 X 1 0-3 ft.-lb. 
Temporary cavity - 66.247 X 1 0-3 ft.-1�."  

We assume that these constants are meant to rep
resent volumes in cubic inches � ft.-lb., although the 
"per" is missing. Such constants would have to be derived 
from experimental measurements. The authors, however, 
failed to provide reference to any such experiments. They 
failed even to note the tissue to which these constants are 
presumed to apply - and in what animal . 

The idea that the temporary cavity volume is al
ways 26 times the volume of the permanent cavity - for all 
velocities and all projectiles - as indicated by the above 
"formulas" is simply nonsense. For a given projectile the 
temporary cavity volume increases with the square of the 
projectile velocity (V2), while the permanent cavity volume 
increases with the projectile velocity to the 0.6 power 
(V6)3. The relative volumes of the temporary and perma
nent wound cavities depend on both projectile configuration 
and projectile velocity5. The zone of extravasation varies 
with anatomic location and distribution of blood vessels in 
the area perforated: it is cannot constant for a given amount 
of kinetic energy loss as indicated. 

Chapter III "Mechanism ofWounding" by Harvey 

EN, McMillen JH, Butler EG, and Puckett WO clarified 

an extremely valuable point: it separated the sonic pressure 

wave (often called the "shock" wave) from temporary 

cavitation. It clearly and un�uivocally established that the 

sonic wave causes neither percq>tible movement of tissue 

nor percq>tible gross danJage to animal tissue. It also 

contains many excellent high-speed photographs and high-
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speed roentgenograms showing cavitation in animals and 
tissue simulants. It contains roentgenograms showing tem
porary cavitation breaking a eat's femur while not harming 
the nearby large blood vessels. Although most of Chapter 
III is valuable and factual, it does, in a few places, make 
use of the seriously flawed work of Grundfest discussed 
above. 

Summary 
Wound Ballistics has provided some valuable data 

(mostly in Chapter III, by Harvey et al .), but errors and 
misconceptions (mostly in Chapter II, by French and Cal
lender) far outnumber these good points. This book can 
provide some valuable insights to those who are already 
expert in worind ballistics: but only they will be immune to 
being misled by its many misconceptions and errors. 
Those looking for a book to educate themselves about 
wound ballistics should avoid Wound Ballistics like the 
plague: for them this book is a minefield of misconceptions 
and contains far too many booby traps to be a rational 
choice. 

Dr. Martin L. Fackler & Duncan MacPherson 
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